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EDITORIAL
BOARD

I

t gives us at Designing Ways magazine
immense joy and satisfaction to
present our readers and advertisers
with the May issue of Designing Ways.

48885/E

MAY FULL
FLOWER MOON

May, the fifth month of the Gregorian
calendar, named after Maia, the Roman
goddess of fertility, has 31 days, and the
full moon is known as the Flower Moon
to signify the flowers that bloom during
this month.
There is a myriad of wild flowers which
bloom in May in the Northern Hemisphere;
for example, many types of anemone, wild
garlic, indigo, bluebells, lupine, sun drops
and violets, to name just a few.
The month of May in South Africa is still
autumn season with days getting shorter
and the temperature cooling as it gets
closer to winter.
South Africans will go to the polls on
the 8th of May for the country’s sixth

democratic elections. Remember that
every election is determined by people
who show up and make their cross.
Design Joburg featuring Rooms on View
and presented by SANLAM Private
Wealth will be held from 24 – 26 May at
the Sandton Convention Centre.
Design Joburg will showcase room settings
where leading designers, architects and
style shapers celebrate covetable décor

and design from South Africa and around
the world.

We’ve got your property portfolio covered:

We at Designing Ways magazine (print
and digital) would like to wish all our
readers and advertisers a May month
filled with warmth, comfort and the smell
of flowers while reading the issue from
cover to cover.

SPE CIFICATION

May the May full flower moon
shine on you brightly.

Let us assist you to make the right colour choices for your project and help you visualise the end result. Your colours
will be accurately colour matched by our colour technicians, who will supply A4 reference brush-outs and samples
for application on-site.

Because every project is unique, our specifiers will conduct an on-site assessment which will help you to determine the
coating needs of the project based on the location and surrounding environment. This will identify the most suitable
products, paint systems and colours to ensure a long-lasting, aesthetic and protective, quality coating. From there, we’ll
do a detailed scope of work with you before giving you a tailor-made paint specification to meet the budget for each project.

COLOUR ASSISTANCE

APPLICATION ASSISTANCE
You’ve dreamt it, now it’s time to do it, and there’s no-one better to help you than our choice list of Plascon
Preferred Applicators. Beside the highest level of quality workmanship, you’ll also enjoy cost savings thanks
to joint supervision and responsibility.

QUALITY MANAGE ME NT

Contract
ContractFurnishing
Furnishing| |Custom
CustomDesign
Design| |Branding
Branding

Before the first brush stroke, a selected reference area will be prepared and painted, paying careful attention to
moisture levels, weather conditions, wet film thickness, surface preparation and over-coating times – all to reduce
deviations from the agreed specification. Once the painting commences, you’ll have regular site visits from Plascon
representatives to track the project progress and workmanship before giving you a comprehensive site report.
In addition, Plascon provides on-site training as required on projects above R100 000 paint value.

GUARANTEE & MAINTENANCE
The paint has dried, but our job isn’t over just yet. Once the snag list is sorted
and the final site inspection is done, you’ll receive product quality and assurance
guarantees. Only Plascon Preferred Applicators will be considered for assurance
guaranteed projects. An optional annual maintenance programme is also
available for the specified coatings life-cycle, saving you money, extending
the coatings’ life expectancy and making your life easier.

T h e P l a sco n 3 6 0 º Pa rt n e rsh i p P le d g e i s
a co m p re h e n si ve , ta i lo re d se rv i ce so l u t i o n
o f fe ri n g yo u co a t i n g s sp e c i f i ca t i o n s,
a p p l i ca t i o n m o n i to ri n g a n d m a i n te n a n ce
se rv i ce co - o rd i n a t i o n fo r yo u r p ro p e rt y
p o rt fo l i o . A l l a t n o a d d i t i o n a l co st to yo u .

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: PLASCON ADVISORY SERVICE ON 0860 20 40 60

Showroom:
Showroom:
Unit
Unit
C6,
C6,
Northlands
Northlands
Deco
Deco
Park,
Park,
Johanne
Johanne www.themillfabrics.
www.themillfabrics.
co.za
co.za admin@themillfabrics.
admin@themillfabrics.
co.za
co.za+27
+27
1111
704
704
1577
1577
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Project Guarantee Terms and Conditions apply. © Kansai Plascon (Pty) Ltd. 2018.
All rights reserved. Plascon is the registered trademark of Kansai Plascon (Pty) Ltd.
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Brad Muttitt and Abiah Mahlase

PHENDUKA A/W 19 - Page 30
AMEN is one of South Africa's
most innovative fashion design and
interior design brands. AMEN was
founded in 2012 by Abiah Mahlase
and Brad Muttitt and the pair have
not looked back ever since. The
fashion and interior designers strive
for continued DIY experimentation
and curiosity in what is the next
level within the home décor and
fashion space.
The label has been a pioneering
destination for boundary pushing
products. AMEN Interior Fashion
targets men and woman who wear
fashion as a form of communication
and are seeking for the unique.
AMEN Interior Fashion took the
interior design world by storm
when they won the win-a-home
competition broadcasted on SABC 3
by orchestrating out-of-the-box
interior spaces, and decided to
venture into this exciting creative
industry.

8
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AMEN Interior Fashion has
since collaborated with ISCA
South Africa on designing several
collections for their ISCA taps.
The style and interior decorating
brand has dressed many media
personalities such as Bonang
Matheba, Riky Rick, Nomuzi
Mabena, Stilo Magolide, Khanyi
Mbau, Pallance Dladla, Tsholofelo
Maseko and Vintage Crew. AMEN
Interior Fashion participated in the
renowned Decorex Cape Town and
Johannesburg in 2018, exhibiting
rare bathroom designs. They have
collaborated with well-known brand
Absolut Vodka in their campaign
of a One Night Pop Up Shop. The
clothing brand also had the honour
of hosting the first ever fashion
show at the 2013 Gay Pride in
Johannesburg, and in 2014 they had
the opportunity to showcase their
collection on the opening night of
South Africa's Fashion Week.
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Moziblox - Page 32
John Stegmann is a South African
architect who invented Moziblox in 1968
for his 4-year-old daughter. Family and
friends were fascinated and encouraged
him to go into production. Manufacture
commenced in Cape Town in 1975, and
over a period of 25 years its popularity
amongst young and old grew steadily,
leading to extensive use in schools for
teaching basic concepts of numeracy and
logic. Professionals also use it to assist with
diagnosis and treatment of individuals
with perceptual difficulties. John has
incorporated significant improvements in
this updated version of what has become a
widely accepted classic.
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UPHOLSTERY

LEATHER

DESIGNER
PROFILES

SYNTHETIC

FABRICS
CUSTOM

FURNITURE
ANNAHIDE BONDED

LEATHER

HANS HOPFER

FROM IDEA - TO INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
From the purity of a fine design through to it’s finished
form as furniture of unsurpassed style. See how a
creative concept finds it’s life in the most beautiful of
ways when you choose quality Italian leather from
Emmay Trading. Crafting, accenting and realizing
your vision - from idea to ideal.

Mah Jong outdoor modular sofa - Page 18
In the 1970s Hans Hopfer created the Mah Jong
lounge sofa, Roche Bobois’ most recognised and iconic
design. The freedom of form that this fully modular
low seating system allows broke the design mould
and encouraged a completely new way of organising
living spaces. Upholstered in simple plain fabrics at the
beginning, today it is ‘dressed’ by some of the world’s
finest couturiers.

IMPORTERS & DISTRIBUTORS
Upholstery Leather | Fabrics | Custom Furniture | Components

For more information on
products and services kindly visit:
WWW.EMMAYTRADING.CO.ZA
+27 (83) 700 4067
+27 (0) 11 822 4727
info@emmaytrading.co.za

EMMAYTRADING
& PROCUREMENT

Unit 8, Evergreen Park
471 Sam Green St
Tunney Ext 9
Germiston 1401
South Africa
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Maison de la littérature - Page 78
JA! Studio was founded in 2000 by Ion Ander Beloki,
a Basque spatial designer. With an academic training
in interior and graphic design, his highly sculptural
installations have been featured and reviewed in
journals and international style magazines such as
Frame, Selected Europe, Window Display Design and
Holistic Retail.
Exploring brand experience through visual
composition, JA! Studio collaborates with designers
and artists with a diverse range of skill sets including
architecture, industrial design and sculpture.
Embracing new formulas and ideas, our projects
eliminate the superfluous and utilize only those
elements which fully encapsulate the concept.
At the 2019 Frame Awards, JA! Studio received
the “Window Display of The Year” award for the Ura
window installation.

CUSTOM PIECES | BESPOKE DESIGNS | SUSTAINABLE FURNITURE
PIGGLY WIGGLY (KZN)
033 940 0494
Country Village
1 Dargle Road
Lions River
3290

UMHLANGA RIDGE (KZN)
031 566 5322
31C Solstice Road
Umhlanga Ridge
4319

KRAMERVILLE (JHB)
011 262 4268
17a Kramer Road
Sandton
2148

WWW.HOMEWOOD.CO.ZA

NELSPRUIT (MP)
010 493 4796
6 Amanzi Street
The Lifestyle Center
1200
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KOHLER’S footprint
on the rise

K

OHLER is increasing their
South African footprint with
an exciting partnership with
Bathroom Fusion, a leading luxury
bathrooms supplier. This partnership will
see KOHLER front lining the Northlands
Deco Park bathroom atelier with their
award-winning range of products.
Over the years North Riding’s
Northlands Deco Park has become the
go-to destination for all things home
and décor, with Bathroom Fusion fast
emerging as a bathroom favourite.
KOHLER naturally teamed up with this
leading showroom to offer fans of the
brand access to their products closer to
home.
The list of KOHLER’s innovative
products and ranges available includes
the timeless lines of their Terrace vanity
collection, several basins from their
covetable Artist Editions range, over a
dozen mixer ranges and several toilets, to
name a few. A sure highlight of the display
is KOHLER’s Veil lithocast bath, that will
delight visitors with its balanced curves
and flowing lines.

Veil freestanding bath

These products are all arranged within
modern settings featuring Cemcrete walls
and floors, in expressive and relatable
displays, assisting customers to make
their choice of mixers, vanities and
sanitaryware with ease and confidence.
Bathroom Fusion is located at Unit 2,
Northlands Deco Park in Northriding
and is conveniently open 7 days a week.
www.africa.kohler.com

dw

KOHLER bathroom featuring ModernLife toilet featuring SlimSeat
Kohler Briolette basin in blue faceted glass
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Van Dyck and Nouwens weave together
a solution in carpeting sector

D

urban–based Van Dyck Floors,
South Africa’s oldest carpet
manufacturer, and Harrismithbased Nouwens Carpets will consolidate
their operations in order to streamline
and optimize their manufacturing and
supply chains, the companies announced
on April 8th.
Dr Mehran Zarrebini, CEO of PFE
International, the family owned British
investment company that acquired
Van Dyck Carpets in 2004, said that
the consolidation was still subject to
Competition Board approval. However,
in a challenging market where carpet
manufacturers not only had to contend
with rocketing input costs, an unreliable
electrical supply and shrinking disposable
income for home improvements, but
also competition from other flooring
solutions, it made sense for the two
companies to consolidate.
Although specific details of the resulting
restructuring of the two companies are
not yet available, both Zarrebini and
Nouwens Carpets’ chairman, Oscar
Grobler, said that this would impact on
some of the 400 plus employees at the two
manufacturing plants in KwaZulu-Natal.
Nouwens, known for its quality
product offering since it was launched
in 1962, currently employs close to 200
people, whilst PFE International has
approximately 600 employees across the
group in South Africa and 205 within its
carpeting division.
PFE International’s 40 plus years’ global
experience in yarn extrusion and carpet
manufacturing has stood the company
in good stead. In South Africa, the group
has invested more than R100 million over
the past 15 years, with big capital projects
including South Africa’s largest state-ofthe-art fibre extrusion line, a BCF twisting
and heat-setting line and upgrading and
modernising the tufting and needle punch
machinery at the factory in Prospecton,
Durban.
This, together with investment in
sister companies such as the Mathe
Group, which manufactures a range of
rubber crumb products from recycled

Dr. Mehran Zarrebini, CEO of Van Dyck Floors and PFE International (Pty) Ltd

truck tyres, and close associations with
international brands such as artificial turf
company Easigrass, Balta, Instafloor and
PERGO, the world’s leading manufacturer
of premium laminates, commercial LVT/
Ps and engineered wood products, has
enabled Van Dyck to diversify its product
offering within both the commercial and
residential flooring markets.
This multi-brand strategy that the
combined companies intend continuing
to apply going forward will allow each
of them to retain their own independent
brands, products and sales and marketing
teams.
Dr Zarrebini and Van Dyck Floors,
whose longer term vision encompasses
sustainability rather than short term
profit, have weathered two economic
recessions – the global meltdown in
2008 and the current difficulties that
manifested in 2017.
“Due to the economic turmoil in both
the construction and manufacturing
industries over the past few years and
added economic pressures, a fresh
approach to doing business is needed. At
Nouwens, we believe this consolidation
with Van Dyck Floors will be a game
changer, not only for our respective
businesses, but also for our customers and
the industry as a whole. We feel that it will
add value to both of our customer bases
and enable both companies to leverage
each other’s strengths,” Grobler added.
Dr Zarrrebini believes that the
consolidation of Van Dyck Floors and

Nouwens Carpets will also enhance the
impact of future investment.
“This consolidation will ensure
that efficiencies are gained from both
manufacturing operations and will
enhance our ability to innovate and
ultimately ensure sustainability of the
soft flooring industry in South Africa”, he
explained.
One of the areas that will undoubtedly
receive attention is environmental
performance. Van Dyck Floors is ISO
9001:2008 (quality management) and
ISO 14001 (environmental management)
approved by the South African Bureau
of Standards. It is also the only flooring
manufacturer that has an ISO 14064-1
Green House Gas verification report, and
the first local company to achieve the
Carbon Trust Standard for Carbon (the
world’s leading and independent certifier
of organizational carbon footprint
reduction) for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by more than 40% over the past
four years.
“It is the mission of Van Dyck Floors
to provide soft flooring that is affordable,
durable and environmentally friendly.
We will provide the highest quality
possible through our skilled employees
in accordance with our tradition of high
manufacturing standards,” Zarrebini
concluded.
dw
www.nouwenscarpets.co.za
www.vandyckfloors.co.za.

A MATTRESS
LIKE NO OTHER

The World Leaders in Sleep
We offer you a full range sleep solution with only the
best international brands, bringing you premium
quality at a suitable price.

Home of

Visit our Sleep Experience Centre for a complimentary
sleep assessment from our world class consultants.
Find us on www.vencasa.co.za / 0861 60 60 60

JOHANNESBURG: Clearwater Shopping Centre, Design Quarter, Kramerville, Hyde Park Corner, Bedfordview Shopping Centre
PRETORIA: Brooklyn Mall, Menlyn Shopping Centre | WESTERN CAPE: Cavendish Square, Canal Walk Shopping Centre, De Waterkant
Media Quarter, Table Bay Mall | KZN: The Crescent at Umhlanga Ridge.
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Photo Michel Gibert, photograph used for reference only.

MAH JONG OUTDOOR MODULAR SOFA
design by Hans Hopfer

CREATE
A LASTING
IMPRESSION

E

njoy the outdoors almost at
ground level. Thanks to the
collaboration with Missoni Home,
for the first time, this Roche Bobois
best-seller is available in an outdoor
version, maintaining the endless modular
combinations that made it such a success.
A metal base with a random perforated
pattern supports cushions in refreshing
colours. It also features trays on the sides
and behind the seats for holding glasses,
towels, or sunscreen.
Upholstered in outdoor fabric. Modular
sofa with endless combinations, including
seat cushions (95 x 95 x H.19 cm), straight
and corner backs (H.53 cm), and lounge
chair units (159 x 95 x H.19 cm). All
elements are padded, quilted, and stitched
by hand. Optional adjustable backs with
manual mechanism, and small cushions
available. Base in perforated metal with
lacquer finish and cataphoresis treatment,
colour white or grey. Seat and back
cushions in Dryfeel foam. Structure in
solid fir wood and engineered composite
wood with water varnish, treated for
outdoor use. Adjustable base in lacquered
metal with anti-corrosion coating, many
finishes available.
With some exceptions, all Roche Bobois
products are available in a large array of
materials, colours and dimensions.
Our sales associates are at your
disposal for all information, advice
and specifications you might need.
dw

www.roche-bobois.com

Photo Michel Gibert, photograph used for reference only.

Johannesburg – 27 Commerce Crescent,
Kramerville, Sandton Tel: 087 805 7090
johannesburg@roche-bobois.com

Cape Town - 10–12 Kloof street,
Gardens Tel: 021 286 0793
capetown@roche-bobois.com

with Husky handmade rugs and carpets

Husky handmade carpets
are crafted with utmost care,
attention to detail and strictest
quality control.
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Custom made in any size,
shape, colour and design,
to complete your interior.

Showroom: 9 Appel Rd. Kramerville, Sandton Tel: 011 444 3370

email: husky@husky.co.za
www.huskycarpets.com
dw • May 2019 19
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CRAFT

South African Mint
commemorates
25 years of
constitutional
democracy
with a new
collectable range

CARPET TILES

S

outh Africa’s 25 young years as
a constitutional democracy is
the subject of the South African
Mint Company’s (SA Mint) ‘SA25 –
Celebrating South Africa’ coin series,
which commemorate the rights and
freedoms espoused by South Africa’s
Constitution. The SA Mint is a wholly
owned subsidiary of the South African
Reserve Bank (SARB).
This week 25 years ago, South Africans
went to the polls in the country’s first
democratic elections following the end
of apartheid rule. To commemorate this
milestone, the SA Mint has issued new
collectable coins in base metal, sterling
silver and pure gold.
South Africa’s Constitution has been
hailed as a document worth emulating
because it includes what constitutional
scholars call ‘positive rights’. Harvard Law
School scholar Cass Sunstein has called
it ‘the most admirable Constitution
in the history of the world’, while
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, a United
States Supreme Court justice,
has praised it for dealing with
modern challenges, calling
it more contemporary than
the US Constitution.
On the new coin series,
Tumi Tsehlo, Managing
Director of the SA Mint, says,
“It is our most democratic
coin thematically. The design
ideas come from those born in a
free South Africa in response to what
freedom meant to them. We worked
with many young and talented artists

to bring to life their vivid imagery of a
constitutional democracy.”
The highest court in South Africa,
born of the country’s first democratic
Constitution in 1994, features prominently
on the reverse of the R500 pure-gold coin,
which depicts the building that houses
the Constitutional Court, including the
detail of the beautiful door which has
the 27 constitutional rights engraved in
its wood, as well as the popular skyline
of Johannesburg in the background.

Designed by architect Shaun Gaylard,
the coin’s reverse is inspired by the
interaction between the building,
its inhabitants and its visitors. This
coin will be available in May 2019.

2019 SA25 R500 Gold

Craft - beautifully textured carpet tile, designed for
style and luxury, in a palette of four neutral colors.
C R A F T : C H A R C OA L
TOLL FREE: 0800 CARPET (0800227738)
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The Constitutional Court is
situated in Johannesburg on
Constitution Hill, and is a living
museum with a rich history
telling the story of South
Africa’s journey to democracy.
The reverse of the R50 sterling silver collectable coin features the constitutional democracy in action, symbolised by a line
of people queuing to vote as they did
on 27 April 1994 in the first democratic
elections in South Africa. It was the first
time that all South Africans were allowed
to vote.
The snake-like qualities of the queue
of people running into the distance was
the primary motivation for the design
by Lady Skollie (Laura Windvogel) who
drew inspiration from khoisan rock
paintings and the element of waiting for
a better tomorrow (in a queue).
‘We the people of South Africa’ is the
theme for the R50 bronze alloy coin,
and these words feature prominently on
the reverse of the coin by designer Peter
Mammes. The line is the preamble of the
Constitution of South Africa. The two
joined hands symbolising togetherness
also depict people, ethnicity and religion.
The detail in the pattern of the crosses
draws attention to the ‘mark’ that voters
make on the ballot paper.
Both the R50 sterling-silver and
the R50 bronze alloy coins share a
common obverse: the national coat of
arms together with the date of issue,
‘2019’, and the words ‘South Africa’
written in all of the official languages.

EVERY GOOD DAY STARTS
WITH A GOOD NIGHT

The obverse of the R500 gold coin features
the national coat of arms together with
the date of issue, ‘2019’, and the words
‘South Africa’.
The bronze alloy and silver coins are
now available and can be purchased at
SA Mint’s retail store in Centurion or
through the various mall activations that
the SA Mint will host throughout the
country. The public is welcome to visit the
Mint stand at the Sandton City Mall on
26 – 28 April to be among the first to get
these coins.
“The SA Mint is proud to continue
in its long-standing tradition of crafting
coins which South Africans can treasure.
The new collectable coins demonstrate
our roots in the past, and we are confident
that they will serve to encourage all South

2019 SA25 R50 Bronze Alloy

Africans to work towards contributing to
brighter chapters in our country’s history
book,” says Tsehlo.
“These collectable coins will serve as a
tangible and visible reminder to all South
Africans of our hard-fought freedom and
our constitutional legacy.”
Durban-based
Garth
Walker
designed the font which appears on all
the coins in the series. He combined all
the documented lettering, redrawing it
as a unicase family. The original letter
forms, within reason, accurately reflect
apartheid-era prisoner hand-lettering,
graffiti, and prison authority signage. Over
time, the font came to be referred to
as ‘the face of a nation’. It was first
used by the Constitutional
Court on the outside of
the actual building and
subsequently
across
a wide variety of
applications.
The collectable
coins (pure gold R500,
sterling silver R50
and bronze R50) are
available for purchase as
individual coins or as part
of a variety of coin sets.
More details can be found
on the SA Mint’s various social
dw
media platforms.
www.samint.co.za

2019 SA25 R50 Silver

After a long day, there’s nothing like settling into a great bed for a good night’s sleep. Though Sealy, Slumberland and Edblo are very
diﬀerent beds, they are all made for the rigours and demands of the hospitality industry.
For more information please contact 011 309 4000 hospitality@bgsp.co.za or visit sealy.co.za; slumberland.co.za; edblo.co.za
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Sealy South Africa

SlumberlandSA

EdbloSA
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WHAT’S
HOT

Above - The Haute Edit Iconic Marble
Inspired Ceramic Collection:
Delicate but functional, 100% original
and handcrafted for connoisseurs, Haute
Edit’s iconic marble inspired ceramic
collection is the perfect gift for any
occasion.
hauteedit.com is a socially-conscious
brand dedicated to supporting skilled
artisans and women in craft, featuring
socially responsible products. As a
brand that epitomises ethically sourced,
handcrafted artisanal rarities, the marble
inspired, ceramic collection doesn’t
disappoint.
www. hauteedit.com

Right - Be sure to ask about our
recycled content! Featuring our Retro
range that boasts a 75% recycled content,
making it the perfect sustainable option
for any project.
www.themillfabrics.co.za
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IID

CATHERINE
KENDRICK
IID AMBASSADOR

C

atherine is an Eastern Cape girl.
She qualified with a Btech degree
in Interior Design in 2015 at
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University,
Port Elizabeth. In her second year she was
awarded the Gutsche Art Bursary by the
Ron Belling Gallery (now the GFI Art
Gallery).
After a “delayed gap year” abroad,
Catherine made her move to Cape Town
where she started as a Junior Interior
Designer at Louis Karol Architects.
Cat is now working at Conduit Interior,
next door to The Old Biscuit Mill in
Woodstock. Conduit specializes in
commercial design, a new focus from the
hospitality design experience she gained
at LKA.

Why Interior Design?
When choosing my potential career
at the age of 18, I wrote down three
topics that I felt were most important
to me: Creativity, Psychology and the
Environment. For me, this industry
can include all of these. Yes, it is clearly
creative with some colour choosing and
fabric feeling, but what really excites me
is the psychology we get to play with and
be responsible for. We can influence how
people feel in a space, which way they
walk, how loudly or softly they speak, how
productively they work or how inspired
they feel on a Monday.
Then there is sustainability and the
responsibility we have as designers to
educate ourselves and our clients about
sustainable products and methods. Even
if it sometimes only comes down to
introducing recycling areas in a new office
layout.
Have you ever considered another career?
I did often envy the fine art students
while I was stuck at my desk during my
final year staring at line weights and
dimensions, but to be honest, I have never
doubted this choice.
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Which South African designer inspires
you the most?
I have been closely following Tristan de
Plessis’s work since his feature in House
and Leisure in 2016. His rock star use
of black and strong contrasting palette
always stands out to me next to the
everyday trends.
What are your three most used Pinterest
boards called?
Create yourself (fashion & style), on the
inside (design) , inhale exhale (health).
What are your three dream items for your
own home?
A mustard yellow corduroy couch. An
original artwork by Heidi Fourie. The
wardrobe my cousin built in woodwork
class in matric.
What is your preferred work snack?
Homemade date balls always go down
well. Or my granny’s famous rusks with
my coffee.
Highlights as a designer so far?
When I interned for The Matrix
Architects in PE, they were at the

beginning stages of doing alterations
to the Port Elizabeth Opera House;
the oldest theatre in the country.
Working with old buildings, despite
the challenges, has always interested
me. In fact two heritage projects I have
also been exposed to here in Cape Town
include The Old Granary Building in
Buitenkant Street and 196 Victoria in
Woodstock. Must see projects if you like
to see old buildings be brought back to
life!
Ultimate design dream?
Other than reusing and renovating the
old power station building next to the
N2 in Klein Brak Rivier (the one with
the tree growing inside it) - I would love
to do makeover type designs for small
businesses. I so often see passionate
entrepreneurs who are really good at
their specific skill, but don’t have the
knowledge or funds to really pull their
passions together to create a successful
and aesthetic business. I would love to
use what I know, to help someone else
succeed with what they know.

dw • May 2019
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KSA

KSA industry update

T

he last few weeks have been busy
ones for the KSA. Our Gauteng
offices hosted their first product
networking evening, which was a special
event as it was also the launch of the new
Franke showrooms in Johannesburg.
The event was held in conjunction with
the IID and facilitated a combination
of kitchen industry players and interior
design specialists at the event. Cohosting the event with Franke were
Liebherr and Pearlman Veneers.
Liebherr, who are specialists in
refrigeration, took the guests through
their dynamic range and introduced
them to new products in their line.
Pearlman Veneers, who began their
KSA membership as Upper Edge
products and then expanded it to
include their veneers division, also
used this opportunity to introduce the
industry to a new range.
Our next big task was Decorex
Durban. This being the first of the
three Decorex shows is always the most
challenging to get off the ground. Our
stand for 2019 follows a new concept of
a kitchen advice centre. The concept
behind the stand is to encourage
consumers who are planning a new
kitchen to come and engage with the

Decorex Durban

Launch of the new Franke showrooms in Johannesburg.

KSA as an objective source of advice
and guidance before embarking on the
project. The KSA invited key industry
experts in board, hardware, stone and
design to be available on their stand
for consultation. The new look stand
was met with great enthusiasm from
both the industry and consumers alike.

Launch of the new Franke showrooms in Johannesburg.
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We are hoping that the stand will be
equally successful at the Cape Town and
Johannesburg shows.
A big thank you must go to the KSA
members who assisted us with their
sponsorship of materials, time and
labour: Davidsons Boards, PG Bison and
Sonae Arauco.

Launch of the new Franke showrooms in Johannesburg.

We were very proud to have one of our
members win not only best kitchen &
appliance stand but also best overall stand
at the show. Congratulations to Kitchen
Studio. Franke must also be congratulated
on winning the show’s marketing award
as well as a certificate of excellence for
their stand. Best build and plan award
went to KZN Boards. It was fantastic to
see our members fare so well in these
acknowledgements.
Finally, we must congratulate our
Western Cape representative Carmen
Howard who completed her consumer

mediation course. Carmen will now
join the other KSA representatives as a
registered mediator with the SA board of
mediators. This will prove very valuable
and be a huge benefit to consumers and
members alike in handling disputes in the
Western Cape. Well done Carmen.
For further information about the KSA
please visit us on www.ksa.co.za or find us
on Facebook or LinkedIn. Don’t forget
to visit Carmen and her team of industry
experts at Decorex Cape Town taking
place at the CTICC from 1 – 5 May 2019.
dw

Decorex Durban

Decorex Durban

Carmen Howard
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DESIGNER
PORTRAIT
Phenduka A/W 19 is an exploration of
mixing, usually unusual “un-matching”
fabrics together to explore the concept of
diversity and illustrate through fashion
that diversity can and is beautiful! The
Phenduka Coat is a reversible jacket which
encourages us to CHANGE our outlook
of people of a different race, social class,
gender and sexual orientation through a
process of introspection. Phenduka A/W
19 is a collection exploring the alternative
solution of, as a nation, turning towards
each other as opposed to turning against
one another. To turn turmoil into an
opportunity for reconciliation and a turn
around towards an inclusive future home
dw
to a rainbow nation.
Designers :
@brad.muttitt @abiahsuperstar
Amen fashion :
@ameninteriorfashion

PHENDUKA A/W 19
It’s about Change.

T

he etymology of Phenduka
(repent) can be traced to the verb
Phenduka (turn around), which is
also related to Phenduka (change life).
Repentance is the activity of reviewing
one's actions and feeling contrition
or regret for past wrongs, which is
accompanied by commitment to change
for the better. In modern times, it is
generally seen as involving a commitment
to personal change and the resolve to live
a more responsible and humane life.
South Africa has gone through many
changes over the past 3 decades…From
Apartheid to becoming a “RAINBOW
NATION”. As a country we have “turnedaround”, from a nation once divided to

one that stands united bound by the vows
of a new democratic constitution. Yet
on the streets of the motherland, South
Africans are plagued by racism, sexism,
homophobia, xenophobia and inequality.
A rainbow nation struggling to grasp the
concept of diversity…Diversity of RACE,
GENDER, SEXUAL ORIENTATION,
NATIONALITIES and CLASS SYSTEMS.
How do we embrace each other’s diversity to live in a society which respects and
embraces all of our DIVERSITIES differences/indifferences and commonalities!
Turn...Turn…Turn…the Beat of brutality,
bullying and bashing around to one that
mimics the hopes, dreams and silent cries
of a colourful nation.

Brad and Abiah
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PRODUCT
DESIGN

MOZIBLOX is 50

Manufacturing difficulties
Surprisingly, this toy is extremely
difficult to manufacture. When the judges
of the 1970 Shell Prize for Industrial
Design applauded the concept, two eager
entrepreneurs appeared. After two years
they withdrew. With Tony Ingram and
others we persisted and produced the first
set of Moziblox in 1975.
It was well made, but expensive because
manufacture was slow and prone to error.
No better method was found by the time
Tony died. Soon thereafter, in 2000,
manufacture ceased.
In 2002 John set out in ernest to produce
good quality cubes, error-free and at least
30 times faster. Almost a decade later he
invented a process, potentially 100 times
faster. Testing, funded by family and
friends, proved the concept. But more
effort was needed . . .

M

illions of six-picture cube
puzzles are sold annually.
50 years ago, in 1968, this
beautifully made Chinese version of the
ancient puzzle was given to Anne, John’s
4-yearold daughter.
The set of 20 cubes makes any one of six
similar pictures of still life arrangements
of fruit common in China.
Observing her difficulty in identifying
the cube face belonging to the picture she
was copying, John decided to make her
a six-picture cube puzzle using pictures
familiar to her.
He found 20 more cubes and painted
them white before starting to copy
pictures from Dick Bruna’s Tessa & Tilley.
Acrylics had yet to be invented, so hours
passed waiting for oil paint to dry. After
completing three pictures it was quicker
to paint repeated monochromatic basic
geometric shapes. Only one of these cubes
has survived.

The light-bulb moment
The result was astounding! The three
geometric ‘pictures’ had the potential to
make an enormous variety of patterns
and pictures. What if the set only had
geometric shapes and had 27 cubes for a
3D cube puzzle?

Why invest so much effort?
1968 Chinese cube puzzle

John sketched a concept using squares,
rectangles, triangles and circles; each
dedicated to a colour and each colour
dedicated to one of the six cube faces. He
called the set of ‘mosaic cubes’ Moziblox.
With a drawing board, T-square, setsquare, pencil and paper he drew out

The original hand-painted set is pictured here in a
1974 wooden box with the printed sheet of pattern
and picture examples, and the 3D puzzle solution.

the design. The 3D puzzle dictated that
each cube should have a unique selection
and arrangement of shapes. No two are
identical.

Friends all wanted a set!

Substantial
anecdotal
evidence
indicated that children who have played
with Moziblox turned out to be good at
maths. Moziblox had become a favourite
amongst occupational therapists and
remedial maths teachers. There had been
no competitors prior to 2000, and now
similar toys appeared, none of which was
regarded a replacement for Moziblox.
He had to increase the rate of
production, and to gain a deeper
understanding of how youngsters learn
maths by playing with cubes that don’t
have numerals.

Clinical
psychologist
Gerard
Finnemore guided John for many years,
in discussion and by recommending
books and research on early childhood
development and neuroscience. John
also engaged with educationists,
therapists and occupational therapists,
both in South Africa and elsewhere.
For the first time changes were made
to Moziblox. A new logo, three special
cubes added, two more 3D puzzles
incorporated, colour regime revised and
an informative 16-page book, updated
in 2018, replaces the simple pattern
sheet.

Manufacture has now been licensed
to Beleduc, a German manufacturer of
high quality wooden educational toys.
This superbly made product was recently
awarded the coveted German Spiel Gut
seal.
In Africa a great many young children
require an early introduction to numeracy.
Cleverblox, a 12-cube set, was
developed specifically for teaching
numeracy at home and in preschools. It
was officially launched by the Department
of Science and Technology at National
dw
Science Week 2018.
www.creating-thinkers.com

1968 T&T puzzle
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PRODUCT
DISPLAY

Ura Window Display
Donostia, Spain

F

ourteen waterproof raincoats
are suspended from seven
bicompartmental
metallic
structures strategically placed on the
ceiling of the store simulating drops of
water. The shoppers’ attention is therefore
drawn directly upwards to the product
creating an inmersive environment for
customers. Partially hidden details, such
as bespoke carbon fibre rod supports,
have been designed in order to achieve
an optimal shape for each jacket, which
is numbered correlatively by a keychain
attached to the hanging system giving
the installation the appearance of a
production line.
'Ura' considers the relationship
between the individual and consumerism
through the use of a dynamic interplay
between structure and product. The
social interaction between groups and
individuals and material objects is
changing and, as such, it is important
to create shopping experiences that
attract and draw in potential shoppers.
Aside from the concept and the design
of an unusual metallic structure, one
of the most interesting aspects of this
window installation is its occupation of
an unconventional location, suspended

A Touch
of Class
Window Installation storefront view

above eye-level from the ceiling. Whilst
this is not the most commercial location
in which to display a product, it is, along
with the use of lighting, the key element
of the project, drawing and focusing the
attention of shoppers on the product.

Indirect lighting is used in order to avoid
awkward shadows and provides the
installation with an ethereal atmosphere.
A clean typography frames the window
for passersby to gain editorial insight into
dw
the apparel.
www.loreakmendian.com
Floor area: 45 m2
Location of project: Garibay 22, 20004
Donostia-San Sebastián.
Client: Loreak
Creative Direction: Ion Ander Beloki
Production: Diana Gorostidi & Ana
Sistiaga architects
Photographer: Pablo Axpe
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FLOORING

A Touch of Class
by Wilma de Bruin

F

rom the earliest times, carpets
and rugs have been inextricably
woven into humankind. Besides
being used to walk, sit and sleep on, they
were also used to shelter people from the
cold and uncomfortable ground or floor
surfaces.
Versatile and ubiquitous, to this day
carpets and rugs continue to serve us
well. Not only are they of great practical
use in our homes, they also make their
surrounds more beautiful, vibrant,
relaxing and elegant, defining our space,
adding character and warmth. Likewise,
they add a touch of class to offices,
churches, airport buildings and other
spaces.
Their use and appeal extend far further:
for millions of people all over the world
who kneel down daily to worship, prayer
rugs are indispensable insofar as they
serve to protect people’s clothing against
any dirt on the ground. Exhibited in
museums and galleries, we stand in awe of
these priceless works of art. Much to the
delight of young and old, some carpets
even soar in flight in ever popular fables,
myths and fairy tales. And oh, how we
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love to watch celebrities strut their stuff
on the striking red carpet at the Oscars
and other posh events!
Universal appeal
Domotex, the world's trendsetting
showcase for carpets and floor coverings,
bears testimony to the universal appeal of
these soft ground coverings. In January
this year, over 1 400 exhibitors from more
than 60 nations attended the Hannover
event to pick up on the latest innovations
and place orders.

While about 70 percent of all
Domotex attendees once again came
from abroad, attendance was notably
up on the part of wholesale and retail
professionals. The figures also revealed
an increase in attendance by architects,
interior designers and contract business
professionals. In addition, Domotex
2019 saw an increase in the amount of
display space sold, according to Sonia
Wedell-Castellano, Domotex global
director.

dw • May 2019
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FLOORING

Trends
Today one can choose from literally
thousands of carpet designs, textures,
styles and colours.
“In terms of patterning and texture
trends, commercially we are currently
noticing a veering away from very
directional linear patterning to a more
multi-directional approach by means of
either a mottled or a strong geometric
and graphic design. Playing with textures
is also on the rise,” Ashley Chevalier,
Belgotex showroom sales coordinator
(Gauteng), explains.
In the residential market, colours
remain quite conservative, keeping with
the neutral, mid-tone beiges and greys, in
quite toned-down patterns and textures,
she adds. “Conversely, in the professional
design trade, commercially there is a lot
more play with colour in terms of bright,
tertiary colours and unusual, interesting
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combinations creating large impact in the
spaces being designed, which are part and
parcel of the overall design of space used
as both a practical and aesthetic element.”
“From a design standpoint, thus far
we are seeing quite a lot of secondary
and tertiary colours being implemented
together with their primaries, in lighter
hues and pastels as well as deeper muted
tones positioned together in a variety of
ways,” she adds.
“In fact, going forward, we can expect
to see much more inventiveness in
terms of experimentation with carpet
customisation as well as with design,
texture and playing with new colour
options and availability,” Chevalier
predicts.
Sustainability
In line with a growing environmental
awareness globally, “there is not only a rise

in the focus of the products themselves
and their ability to be recycled, re-used
or re-purposed; there is also big focus
on their production methods, among
others the energy sources being used
for manufacture,” Chevalier stresses.
“Positioning local versus international is
also a large sustainability factor, as well as
the packaging and transportation to the
end-user thereafter, all being taken into
account more than ever,” she says.
Benefits
Besides adding beauty and elegance to
our homes and offices, carpets have many
other benefits, Chevalier states.
• A fitted carpet plays an important role
in eliminating impact noise through
sound absorption. This, in turn, has a
positive effect on a person’s well-being.
• The soft, resilient fibres of a carpet
provide a cushioning effect and

Oriental, Persian
Contemporary styles may be in vogue
and all the rage, yet the demand for ageold Persian and Oriental beauties has
never waned, says Helene Rautenbach,
Gauteng-based entrepreneur who has
been selling Middle Eastern carpets and
kilims for over 30 years.
“Persian and Oriental rugs and kilims
are a form or art, and art will always be
in demand. The oldest Persian carpet, the
Pazaryck, is about 2 500 years old – which
speaks for itself,” she points out.
“Floor coverings, and in particular

excellent orthopaedic properties. Of
particular benefit to infants and the
elderly, are the non-slip aspects of
carpets.
• Carpets can make a measurable
contribution to retaining the warmth
in a room, thus saving energy. It is
estimated that up to 30 days heating can
be saved, resulting in an energy saving
of around 4%-6% and a consequent
reduction in heating bills.
• With their superb dust-trapping
properties, carpets are conducive to

a healthy living environment. It is a
myth that carpets promote dust-mite
as the latter is attributable to the faeces
of house-dust mite. Bedding and bed
linen contain up to 70% more housemites than carpets.
• Through technological and research
advancements, carpets have become
very durable over the years, with
excellent wear properties.
• Last, but not least, carpets are generally
quick and easy to install.

Persian carpets, are important to properly
ground your furniture and give any room
a finished look. On top of it, these carpets
are functional items of exceptional quality.
It is in fact an investment that can be used,
displayed and enjoyed. If you choose a
dealer with a solid reputation to assist you
with selecting a carpet, Oriental carpets
and kilims can be a fabulous investment.
You will always get your money back,
even more, bearing in mind the labourintensive process it requires to make these
carpets – the shearing of the sheep, the
spinning, dying, knotting, cutting of the

pile and the washing are all done by hand.”
While machine-made carpets are in
high demand, the minute you buy one, it
has little or no value, Rautenbach reckons.
“The fibres used for machine carpets are
questionable and there is no guarantee on
their durability. To the contrary, Persian
and Oriental carpets and rugs are classic
and unique. Considering that this art
form has been around for centuries, I
firmly believe it will be part and parcel of
the carpet scene for years to come,” she
concludes.
dw
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Paras Carpets

FLOORING

Paras Carpets

Exclusive Hand Made Carpets

E

xclusive handmade luxurious
carpets, a distinctive showroom
located at 69 Kramer Road,
Kramerville,
Sandton,
showcasing
extensive ranges of deluxe imported
hand knotted carpets including modern,
contemporary, transitional and fine
Persian carpets.
This family run business prides itself on
personal service to customers. In-house
professionals assist with the selection of
the perfect rugs for your décor spaces
and a complementary décor service offers
onsite assistance with carpet options to be
viewed in situ.
Stylish carpets and rugs that you desire
and aspire to have in your home and

which are the mark of luxury and high
quality. The carpet collections are trendy,
exciting and current.
PARAS CARPETS have just unpacked
a new container of their latest, exciting
collections, which have splashes of
colour, flowers, geometric designs, silky
and embossed textures, and also original

vintage carpets and contemporary wool
kelims in small to extra large sizes - to suit
all décor schemes!
Visit the PARAS CARPETS website
to get an insight into the exclusive
collections.
dw
www.parascarpets.com

www.parascarpets.com
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69 Kramer Road, Kramerville, Sandton
011 262 3756, parascarpets@yahoo.com, Owner: Chezi Michaeli
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FLOORING

Seasonal splendour
from Ege’s new
earthy range

The flooring
specialists in
Kramerville

K

N

arpet Kraft is a one-stop shop for
all your soft flooring needs. Karpet
Kraft offers the widest selection
of rugs and carpets for commercial and
residential projects, sourced from major
international and South African suppliers,
from contemporary and traditional to
custom manufactured solutions.
Karpet Kraft is Located at no. 9 Appel
Road, Kramerville, Sandton. In addition
to the large selection of readily available
local and imported rugs, there is also a
large selection of kids and teens rugs on
offer.

atural elements are increasingly
incorporated in hospitality,
office and domestic interior
designs with diverse aspects of nature
reflected in the selection of materials,
structures, colours and patterns. So, it is
not surprising that the respected Danish
flooring producer, Ege, has now expanded
its earthy ranges to add a new dimension
to the global return to our roots.
Ege flooring is distributed in SA by
KBAC Flooring and together the two
companies make a vastly experienced
combination: Ege is this year celebrating
its 80th anniversary and KBAC, 50 years
of operations.
Ege’s new Highline Express Nature
concept offers the choice of over 2 000
designs to bring a sense of calm to busy
city offices in urban jungles or just the
right atmosphere at hospitality facilities
in exotic rural locations.

Incorporating Husky Design, the
South African designer and manufacturer
of Custom Hand-made woolen rugs
and carpets – offering bespoke design
solutions to match the client’s specific
requirements.
The exclusive Husky brand also offers
the unique Husky Cotton bathroom
rug range. The company offers a free
consultation, on site service to facilitate
the design and/or the placement of their
rugs and carpets.
Karpet Kraft is fast becoming wellknown for the ability to re-craft, modify or
re-shape suitable rugs or carpets, to meet
specific measurements and requirements.
Karpet Kraft also undertakes the
restoration of old carpets back to their
former glory, or resize them to fit a new
space.
Karpet Kraft strives to meet the specific
demands of the discerning South African
Interior Designer, Decorator and Home
dw
Owner.

Highline Express Nature represents six
design themes:
• Arts & Crafts: inspired by creative pieces
of art and craftsmanship;

• Classic: a celebration of graceful centuryold designs;
• Cultures: ethnic works inspired by
symbols, rituals, traditions and folk tales;
• Essentials: timeless and elegant designs
with refined character;
• Graphic: visually strong compositions
with contemporary and distinct patterns;
• Nature: the fine shapes and spectacular
colours of the natural world.

Summer
This joyful multicoloured theme
interprets a summer garden’s flowers in
all their glory set against green backdrops.

The colour theme of the collection’s
designs follows the characteristics of the
four seasons:

Winter
The cold winter feeling translates in
reflected water surfaces with blue and
grey the main colours to add a cool
atmosphere to marble, slate, flowers,
herbs and bamboo designs.
dw

Spring
Colour here reflects fresh green
sprouting leaves and the dazzling flowers
that herald the start of spring.

Autumn
Here warm shades of brown and grey
are scattered over the natural floors as
fading leaves, branches, tree trunks, and
wind-swept sand erosions.

www.kbacflooring.co.za

www.karpetkraft.co.za
www.husky.co.za
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FLOORS

Stick-down and
rigid click LVTs for
any application

Writing’s on
the wall

L

uxury Vinyl Tiles (LVTs)
combine the high-end look
of hardwood (or stone) with
durability. Van Dyck Floors, the exclusive
distributor of Rococo and Verve, has seen
a rise in popularity of these two products,
and for good reason. Here is an overview
of what designers and specifiers need to
know about these flooring ranges.
Stick-down LVTs
Rococo is one of the most luxurious
stick-down LVTs on the market. The name
comes from the elaborately ornamental
late baroque style of decoration prevalent
in 18th-century in continental Europe,
with asymmetrical patterns involving
motifs and scrollwork. It has been in
the market for around five years and
continues to delight clients.
The planks have bevelled edges and
a UV coating with Aluminium Oxide
(AO9) for added protection against
scratches and surface abrasion. On the
official Measurement of Hardness Scale,
A09 registers just below diamonds. This
coating helps to maintain the appearance
of the LVT and results in low maintenance
requirements and costs, as well as less
downtime for cleaning in commercial
environments.

Rococo Xtra

The product is suitable for commercial
and heavy residential applications and
it is very easy to install. It is available
in four different size formats: Rococo
Classic 184.15mm wide by 1219.2mm
long, Rococo Wide Plank 228.6mm wide
by 1219.2mm long, Rococo Parquet
101.4mm wide by 304.8mm long and
Rococo Xtra 228.6mm wide by 1 524mm
long.
Rigid click LVT
If you are looking for a product that
offers the strength of a wood laminate
floor with the flexibility of an LVT, look
no further than Verve Rigid Click LVT. It
is waterproof, does not require expansion

gaps, is very quick to install and has a
dimensional stability that is much higher
than international requirements. It also
offers low maintenance, no telegraphing,
no need for acclimatisation prior to
installation, and no need for unsightly
transition strips in doorways between
rooms.
It resists smaller subfloor imperfections
as well as indentation. In most instances,
self-levelling screeds aren’t needed, but
it is still important to do the necessary
substrate inspections and subfloor
preparations if necessary. The tiles can
be fitted over most existing screeds and
ceramic tiles. There are no harmful
plasticisers, phthalates or heavy metals.
Verve is stocked in five colours, which
have been specifically chosen to imitate
and highlight the texture and shade
differences present in natural timber. It is
available in a broader and longer format
of 228.6mm wide x 1524mm long and
in an overall thickness of 4.2mm with a
0.3mm wear layer, making it suitable for
light to medium commercial applications.
Whether you are interested in stickdown or rigid click LVTs, Van Dyck covers
all the various needs of the residential and
commercial market in terms of colour and
style, installation method and application.
dw

www.vandyckfloors.co.za.
Verve
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WALLS

F
Writing’s on the wall
by Mila Crewe-Brown
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or as long as we’ve had walls, man
has desired to decorate them.
Even before decoration was the
order of the day, Neanderthals were
immortalizing stories using mineral
pigments on cave walls which have taught
us about life before modern man. Frescos
like those of Michelangelo’s Sistine
Chapel, painted into wet lime plaster,
remain unforgettable examples of the
power of paint to educate and elevate.
Paint has also become a marker of
place and person, as in the case of Frida
Kahlo’s cobalt home which gave rise to
the reference Kahlo Blue, or India’s Pink
City and Morocco’s Blue City…these are
powerful and everlasting associations
that even the best brand experts couldn’t
rival.
While paint in its mineral form dates
back to 100 000 BC, pre mixed paints
came into being in 1886 thanks to

Sherwin-Williams and revolutionized
the paint industry at the hands of the
colourmen who mixed them. Since then,
the industry has grown further, actively
reducing the amount of poisons present
in paint. Paint is arguably still one of the
most cost-effective ways to bring life to
walls and define a space and the paint
brand apps of today make matching the
right paint colour to any room a breeze.
Thanks to a global return to all things
heritage in the design industry, we’ve seen
a major revival of murals, even locally
with hotels and retail spaces using wall
murals to inject personality into a space
and evoke a bit of history. While they
seem closely linked to wallpaper, murals
are the depiction of a scene applied
directly onto a wall and are intended to
be everlasting. For brands, murals are a
powerful way to carry identity and are a
one-off with major staying power.

PLETTENBERG BAY | OLD NICK VILLAGE

CAPE TOWN | 78 HOUT STREET

SHOP ONLINE | www.mungo.co.za

JOHANNESBURG | 44 STANLEY

TRADE ENQUIRIES | woven@mungo.co.za
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Plascon paints
futuristic PWC
Towers

O

Wallpaper dates back to before the
1700’s. Prior to wallpaper the upper class
used tapestries to embellish their walls
and when wallpaper was first introduced
it came with the stigma that it was a poor
man’s imitation of the tapestry. However,
after it became an indicator of upmarket
Victorian homes, many followed suit.
Without doubt one of the forerunners
in the wallpaper industry was Morris and
Co, whose presence dates back to 1862
when the company, helmed by William
Morris, introduced hand blocked pattern
repeats to the market. Quintessentially
arts and crafts, their wallpapers are still
sought after for their traditional and rich
aesthetic and the brand recently showed
their dynamism by collaborating with
H&M on a collection of apparel that
features their classic prints.
Today, paper backed vinyl, fabric or
grass wallpaper offer customers a host of
options with various effects. Most opt for
vinyl wallpaper thanks to its durability
and resistance to scuffs, while something
like grass is unique for its natural,
textured aesthetic.
Where murals offer a sense of history,
textile houses have followed suit, lately
releasing scores of wallpaper collections
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that could pass as murals. Kit Kemp
and Andrew Martin’s recent lovechild
the Mythical Land wallpaper is one
example, whose folk inspired, hand
drawn quality and washed-out colours
play out over a deceptive three-meter
repeat.
Similarly, we’ve seen more and more
lacquered wallpapers, a hand-crafted
art form that goes back centuries. This
luxurious, glossy effect is created from
the collection of natural lacquer from
trees by dwindling lacquer tappers.
Jim Thompson’s latest release of
Atmosphere lacquered wallpapers, for

example, spells luxury with their deep
colours and hand brushed effect.
For those on a budget, vinyl stickers
have become wildly popular. Thanks
to their versatility- you can apply them
to a host of different surfaces including
painted walls; ease- you can apply them
yourself and impermanence- you can
remove them whenever you like, they’re a
contemporary wall covering all-rounder.
Since the more recent advent of matt vinyl
wall tile stickers, realistic, simulated wall
tiles from Dutch florals to Portuguese
azulejos have become a favourite for
dw
DIYers and renovators.

verlooking Waterfall City Park
and the expansive Mall of Africa,
the twisting PwC Towers are
a futuristic presence in the booming
Midrand precinct and the area’s first
high rise building. Completed at the
end of 2017, the iconic 26-storey head
office for PwC comprises approximately
46 000m² of modern offices designed to
house 3 200 employees in an efficient and
optimally designed workspace. Plascon
as the appointed paint manufacturer was
tasked with the job of supplying product
that would conform to the building’s high
environmental sustainability profile.
Visible from almost anywhere within
a 30km radius, the tower is the tallest
structure on the Sandton / Pretoria
corridor and stands out much in the same
way as London’s recognisable gherkin
building. Designed by LYT Architecture
for Attacq and Atterbury Properties,
the building gently twists in its height
to frame the grand urban park which
forms the green heart of Waterfall City.
Conforming to Leadership in Energy and
Environmental (LEED) silver standards,
the brief for the tower was to build an
iconic building that would be unique to
the development and which would mark
the property as a new top tier destination
for business.
As a Plascon 360° Partnership Project,
the Plascon team were on hand from
project inception to completion ensuring
that a comprehensive, tailored service
solution from specification, colour
and application assistance to quality
management was offered to meet the
building’s unique requirements. Plascon
Specifications
Manager,
Samandy
Reddy said, “As we do with all our 360°
Partnership projects, we worked closely
with the client, applicators and project
managers to ensure we could assist with
the building acquiring its green status.”
The 360° Partnership Pledge also comes
with a quality assurance guarantee
which covers both product quality and

application done by Plascon Preferred
Applicator, Interspray.
Low VOC products supplied included
Plascon
Professional
Water-based
Gypsum and Masonry Sealer (PGS1) for
priming of gypsum and masonry surfaces,
Plascon Professional Low Sheen for the
general wall finish, Plascon Water-based
Velvaglo for the doors and trims, Plascon
Professional Super Matt for the ceilings
and Plascon Kitchens & Bathrooms for
wet areas. Samandy says, “All of these
quality low VOC products adhere to the
LEED standards.”

Given its unparalleled green status
and iconic appeal, the PwC Tower was
awarded several accolades including
a SAICE Technical Excellence Project
Awards 2017 / 2018 and SAPOA Best
Commercial Office Development 2018.
Samandy sums up, “We are incredibly
proud to have supplied the paint product
for this award-winning project that has
not only transformed the Gauteng skyline
but is also a symbol of progress, possibility
and sustainability for the future.”
dw
www.plascon.com
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The latest international collections available exclusively at
St Leger & Viney.
Paolo Moschino for
Nicholas Haslam
Continental chic at its most
accomplished, this collection marks the
return of raw natural materials and colour
palettes.
The design style of Paolo Moschino for
Nicholas Haslam has evolved continually
over the years; whilst initially grounded
in the principles of English design, the
arrival of Paolo Moschino and Philip
Vergeylen brought a continental flair
to the company which has resulted in a
refined international identity.

Deco by Rebel Walls
The collection of Deco is a revamped
and modernized take on the 1920’s style
resulting in a sleek Art Deco smoothie
of bold patterns, bright colors, golden
details, soft lines and striking geometric
shapes in different dimensions and
uneven surfaces. Use the peaceful designs
for a feature wall in the kitchen, make a
bold statement and cover every wall in
the living room, give some well-deserved
attention to the modest bedroom ceiling
or let the eye-catching designs be the
welcoming invitation in the hallway.
Whichever way, pair it with something
dw
you love.
www.stleger.co.za
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Designing
excellence
…the world
beckons
by Wilma de Bruin

B

oasting a kaleidoscope of people,
cultures, languages and traditions,
South Africa is indeed a whole
world in one country. This is vividly
reflected all around us in uniquely South
African concepts, colours, designs and
textures: from the striking designs and
distinctive colours of Ndebele homes and
huts scattered over the northern parts
of the country, to the colourful heritage
homes dotting Cape Town’s vibrant
District Six.
Collectively, the creativity, innovative
flair and design excellence of South
Africans extend much further, spanning
just about every industry and discipline.
It therefore comes as no surprise that
a significant number of South African
designers, in terms of concept, originality
and innovation, are not only catching the
eye locally, but are increasingly claiming
their stake abroad.
Exhibiting masterpieces of both
aesthetics and form locally and

willowlamp chandeliers

internationally, the award-winning South
African lighting company, willowlamp,
with founder Adam Hoets at the helm as
creative director, for example, continues
to gain recognition for its superb designs
inspired by nature and sacred geometry.
Besides exhibiting in New York and
Dubai in 2018, among other places, last
month willowlamp exhibited at Euroluce
2019, which is widely recognised as the
global benchmark lighting exhibition
where technological innovation and
design culture take centre stage. The
company is also a proud recipient of the
sought-after Darc Design Award.
“Our products are exported practically to
any country or city that has an international
airport. Some of the more common ones are
England, Germany, Switzerland, Australia,
UAE, Saudi Arabia, Canada and the USA.
Some of the more unusual countries are
Estonia, Kingdom of Bahrain, Latvia,
Georgia (the country not the US state) and
Saint Bartholomew’s,” Hoets points out.

Fusing fashion elements and decor trends into plausible ideas

DESIGN | CREATE | INSPIRE

+27 11 234 1469 | +27 74 111 2996
info@blackorchidbydesign.com | www.blackorchidbydesign.com | Unit 1, 64 Wessels Road, Rivonia
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willowlamp chandeliers are truly
sculptural masterpieces, ranging from
‘melting’ versions of Mandalas, to poetic
interpretations of traditional bamboo
wind chimes.
Hoets uses a unique method that
involves fixing ball chains to laser-cut
steel frames. A tiny notch in the metal
frame creates a chain curtain that is totally
free from fasteners. The result of this
adaptable and versatile method is huge
scope for creativity, which has resulted in
a vast range of intricate lighting designs,
including lamps, pendants, chandeliers
and art pieces. Today, these works can
be seen at a range of sites, including
residential, retail, hospitality and
commercial establishments.
Also making waves with his solid wood
furniture and buildings utilising wood
sourced from his family farm, is the
enterprising furniture designer, David
Krynauw. When visiting his website,
the three words ‘Ontwerp’, ‘Bou’, ‘Boer’,
explain exactly what this enterprising
and award-winning young designer is all
about: designing, building, farming...with
simplicity his star quality.
Crowned the 100% Design South Africa
Designer of the Year in 2015, from his
earliest years Krynauw enjoyed keeping
his hands busy constructing things, he
points out. His conviction that wood is
“the most versatile medium on earth”,
is demonstrated by his comprehensive

product range, including chairs, benches,
tables and lights, to beds, dressers, bed
tables and cabinets. Going forward, he
plans to increasingly focus on buildings
like green houses, housing pods and lowcost housing.
Using the timber (eucalyptus saligna)
grown on the family farm at Piet Retief,
in 2016 Krynauw constructed his first
building and favourite wedding venue,
The Chapel on 44 French Lane in
Morningside, Sandton.
And among
his most iconic items is his Haywire

Husky handmande rugs and carpets
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Above - The Mill Fabrics’ Retro range.
Retro is a 40 colourway collection suitable
for conference, auditorium and theatre
seating, hospitality, corporate and residential
applications. Retro is inspired from
Scandinavian design to emphasize clean and
pure lines. This durable range has a 50,000
Martindale Rub count and comes with a Soil
& Water repellent treatment and backing
to guarantee support and quality for any
upholstery project. Furthermore, Retro is
a sustainable option, boasting with a 75%
Recycled content composition. This fabric will
surely put your space on a global standard!
www.themillfabrics.co.za

Chandelier, which won him Southern
Guild Design Foundation’s Object that
Moves Award in 2014.
Krynauw’s business, which includes
joining, assembling, sanding, upholstery,
steelwork, finishing, CNC Programming
and Designing, continues to grow as new
clients find their way to his factory.
Founded by the husband-and-wife
team of Adrian Hugo and Katy Taplin, the
Johannesburg-based multi-disciplinary
product design company, Dokter and
Misses, is yet another local design brand
that has made it big in the competitive
world of local and international design.
The couple’s innovative designs –
including both limited-edition and
production furniture, lighting and interior
objects – have captured the attention of
interior design enthusiasts across the
world and defined an original aesthetic
that is distinctly modern and African.
The company’s editioned work has been
shown at Design Days Dubai, Design
Miami/ Basel, Design Miami/, The Salon
Art and Design and Collective, both in

David Krynauw - Rocking Chair

New York, and as part of the Graphic
Africa exhibition at Platform Gallery in
London and Grains of Paradise at R &
Company in New York. In addition, they
have exhibited at major museums such as
the Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design
Museum in New York and VITRA Design
Museum in Weil am Rhein, Germany,
and have been featured in Wallpaper*,
Dwell and The New York Times.
In 2015-2016 Dokter and Misses took
the revered Icon award at the Southern
Guild Design Foundation Awards in
Cape Town. At the awards ceremony,
Southern Guild Design Foundation
board member, Trevyn McGowan,
aptly summed up Dokter and Misses as
follows:
“As a local design brand, Dokter and
Misses has developed a unique voice that
strives to create a new African design
vernacular....It takes a design company
with a very strong identity to create an
impact in the saturated global design
world. Katy and Adrian have been
making that impact almost from the
outset of their careers. Their high-scale

commercial contract business signifies
a true grasp of what it means to be a
successful design brand. All of this while
being professional, generous and two of
the nicest people you could ever meet.”
Besides earning growing international
recognition and success, South African
designers and manufacturers are also
increasingly taking sustainable design
and manufacturing into account,
reckons Mike Dias, CEO and owner of
the exclusive carpet and rug designer
and manufacturer, Husky Design.
“I believe that sustainable design,
particularly with regard to ecological
factors, should be foremost on every
manufacturer’s mind and should be
addressed at every opportunity, with a
view to a cleaner healthier environment.
We question everyone of our design
and manufacturing processes with a
view to improving our environment and
carbon footprint. Husky uses mostly biodegradable and natural materials in our
manufacturing process, from 100% Wool
and Cotton, to our Hessian backing,”
Dias concludes.
dw

Dokter and Misses - Kassena Isibheqe Writing Desk
Credit Adriaan Louw
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TERRACE

The art of
moving mountains

O

ne often pages through a magazine
or watches a programme on
television and sees the most
awesome properties, inviting interiors or
some fabulous corporate offices that are
just picture perfect. Mostly they are real
and not some virtual presentation of a
futuristic project.
A question that might come up is: “how
was it created in such a breathtaking
manner that moves the viewer with such
awe?” The answer is quite simple, (apart
from great photography) – it was done by
professionals. Architects, designers and
their resourceful teams combine many
years of experience and knowledge to
produce these beautiful creations.
It is somehow puzzling to understand
how people will hire an architect to do
what architects do – come up with a
plan to construct your dream home and
then the builder uses this as his concrete
instruction to follow. We all understand
how it works and not only because of the
legalities but the assurance that you have
employed a professional, chances are – it
will work out well. Yet, when it comes to
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other forms of professional capacities, we
still have big expectations, but we tend to
skip on the professional level in order to
save a couple of bucks and / or looking
for some unbestowed credit and taper
the project down to somebody you know,
who knows someone that they think did
something similar once upon a time.
Let’s
take the case of landscape
designers who are professionals in their
field as much as any other, but not many
people understand the value of the
contribution they could make to your
outdoor environment and the fees they
charge. This is normally due to the lack of
knowledge or experience or budget, or a
combination thereof.
To be honest, anyone can go to a garden
centre, buy some plants or a tree and get it
in the soil. No sweat.
More often than not, most of it survives
and you feel you have accomplished
something. Nothing wrong there and for
that you are not in need of a landscape
designer. Just as you don’t need an
architect to build a braai in your back
yard.
Hiring a landscape designer is aimed at
a level a notch or two up from what your
sister in law’s friend who once worked at a
nursery can offer, in a manner of speaking.
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So what are the obvious benefits
in hiring an experienced
landscape designer?
It normally starts with a consultation or
actual site visit to establish:
• the physical requirements of the project
• the analyses of environmental
conditions
• determining the need for soil
preparation
• level drainage in case of flooding
• utilisation of natural energy
• timing of planting season
• selection of suitable plants, flowers and
trees
• irrigation options
• smart water saving methods
• aesthetic expectations
• collaboration of exterior and interior
spaces
• cost estimates

Most landscape designers should
be able to present a client with some
impressive graphic plans to display
their visual interpretation of the initial
brief, adapting to any constraints and
limitations or opportunities arising
during the process as it is a work in
progress. Your personality and / or level
of excitement (or commitment) should
assist you in making a choice if you want
to be involved in managing some part of

the project, or hire a turnkey company
that makes it all happen to deliver the
perfect garden pictures you once drooled
about.
Asking your landscape designer to
include a herb or vegetable garden may
be trendy at present but may soon be
a welcome lifesaver as food prices are
escalating almost as fast as the price of
fuel.
Hiring a professional landscape
designer may just actually help you save
money: by selecting a professional and
applying methods that have been tried and
tested, and not going the experimental
(nervously exciting yes) D.I.Y route

that could easily end up as an expensive
incomplete job and not actually what you
initially had in mind.
Another major benefit of having your
residential garden or private zen space
designed and created by a professional
landscape designer is not just the multiple
“likes” the images may get on your
facebook page, but the extended value it
will add to your property when you are
reselling one fine day.
Thus, let the professional landscape
designers do their art of “moving
mountains,” as that is what they do best.
dw

www.ineeden.co.za

core
South Africa’s premier luxury and contract furniture supplier.
WWW.COREFURNITURE.CO.ZA
CAPE TOWN SHOWROOM
Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock, Cape Town, 8001 | 021 461 9078 87
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Crafting Award
Winning Design

Homewood takes second place

O

n the 12th of March, Homewood
had the opportunity to showcase
the incredible design that was
chosen to be in the final of this year’s
South African Department of Trade and
Industry Furniture Design Competition.
Surrounded by fellow designers,
Homewood quickly stood out when they
started the process of displaying their
design. After the final round of judging,
Homewood landed in second place
overall, making them now an awardwinning furniture design company. A
phenomenal feat for their first entry into
this competition.
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DTI Furniture Design Competition
The theme for this year’s DTI Furniture
Design Competition was “Living Space”,
and entrants had to design and create
a piece of household furniture that
was both multifunctional and a space
saver. The furniture piece had to reflect
current trends and had to respond to the
way people live and how they use their
space, providing a solution for constantly
changing household needs, as well as
appeal to the export market. They had to
design this furniture piece for a space no
bigger than 3x2 square meters.
The birth of the Kopanya kitchen unit
Luckily, Homewood love a good
challenge. They took to the drawing

boards and came up with a piece that
would not only be a multifunctional space
saver, but a definite conversation starter
for any household. And so the Kopanya
was born.
Why the name Kopanya? Homewood is
known for their passion behind keeping
things local. From only employing people
from the surrounding community to
join their dynamic team, to the names of
their furniture ranges, they always search
for ways to celebrate their country. It’s
no surprise then that they found their
inspiration for the name from the Sesotho
word Kopanya, as it means to unite, mix
and consolidate. And that is exactly what
the Kopanya kitchen unit is designed to
do.

When asked how they came about
this incredible design concept, they
shared the following, “In the world of
entertainment, reality TV is booming.
With singing leading the way with
programs like Idols to a surprising
evolution of cooking content. But is this
surprising? Is cooking really that boring
as a form of entertainment? Apparently
not! Homewood and its designers have
noticed this trend and have come up
with a remarkable idea to ‘kopanya’ the
cooking and entertainment experience
right in your very own kitchen! You can
now cook with guests and make this
whole process part of the entertainment
experience when people come over. No
longer are you left out, busy slaving away
in the kitchen whilst your dinner guests
drink your best wine, leaving you miss to
out as you focus on preparing the meal.
Now everyone gets to socialise during
the process – it becomes part of the
dw
evening entertainment!”
www.homewood.co.za
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The Icing on
the Cake
Neolith® is specified
throughout the interior
of master pâtissier Cédric
Grolet’s Paris apartment

C

édric Grolet is one of the most
exciting and creative talents in
modern cookery. The meteoric
rise of this inventive and original chef has
seen him achieve multiple awards for his
pastry work. Only last year he received the
prestigious Gault Millau Pâtissier of the
Year and was awarded Best Pastry Chef by
50 Best, the highest accolade of its kind in
the profession.
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Grolet’s work is characterised by
visually striking patisserie, including his
iconic (and much imitated) Rubik’s Cube
Cake and his trompe-l’oeil desserts which
accurately mimic freshly-plucked fruit.
This playfulness is masterfully
contrasted with his firm grounding in
classical French cuisine, having trained
under Fauchon’s legendary Christophe
Adam and culinary superstar Alain
Ducasse. His imaginative work is

supported by a deep understanding
of gastronomic absolutes and precise,
correct cuisine. For Grolet, there is no
place for gratuitousness or gimmickry.
He regards himself as a guardian of
France’s culinary heritage, constantly
refining his art to bring his mouthwatering concepts to exquisite reality. His
creativity, ambition and hard work make
him one of the best pastry chefs of his
generation.

Grolet’s duality also applies to his
approach to interior design, and was
perfectly realised when he decided to
renovate his Parisian apartment.
The overall concept was developed
by the chef himself, with an
overarching vision of creating a
space which delivered a big, aesthetic
statement while allowing for a degree
of practicality, essential for exercising
his culinary genius.
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As Grolet explains, “The word
‘Creating’ is at the heart of everything I
do. Bringing a gastronomic concept to life
is so enriching and the feeling of seeing
your ideas become reality is intoxicating.
It encourages me never to rest on my
laurels. As such, I wanted a space which
would give me the freedom to experiment
without restricting my imagination.”
He continues, “I completely remodelled
my apartment from top to bottom.
I wanted to give it that idiosyncratic
‘Cédric’ spirit, reflecting my personality
and beliefs. This meant it had to be as
simple and unfussy as possible, using
the very best materials available on the
market.”
Grolet detests frippery, never adding
unnecessary decoration or flourishes to
his pastry work. This attitude was central
to the overall design vision.

To capture his intended look he wanted
to combine simple, white marble-type
surfaces with exposed stone walls and
unvarnished wooden flooring throughout
the property.
Primarily,
Grolet
wanted
to
communicate a ‘closeness to nature’ which
visitors to his apartment would sense the
instance they stepped over the threshold.
As such, it was essential to ensure these
materials were 100% natural in their
composition.
Working with highly-skilled fabricators
J. Léger and La Marbrerie Contemporaine
he set about bringing his dream to life.
Having tested a number of different
surfacing options, Grolet alighted on
Neolith and was immediately impressed
by its performance qualities.
As he explains, “What I like about
Neolith is that it is non-porous and very
easy to clean, an essential requirement for
precise pastry work. For example, I can
knead and roll directly on the surface and
it doesn’t stain or tarnish. It also offers a
neutral, crisp backdrop which allows my
cakes and desserts to stand out, perfect for
my instagramming activity.”
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Neolith Estatuario Silk was specified
for the kitchen island, worktops,
and splashback. In an unusual twist,
the island’s surface spills over onto
the floor and up the wall creating a
marmoreal feature which suggests
organic continuity within the space.
Contrasted with parquet floors,
a limestone wall and pure white
cabinetry, Neolith works in harmony
with the kitchen’s other elements to
deliver a relaxed atmosphere without
detracting from the room’s main
purpose.
Grolet’s philosophy also extends
to other aspects of his property,
particularly to the bathrooms, where
a balance between the rapturous and
the robust must be achieved. Materials
which are waterproof and easy to clean
are indispensable.
Neolith Calacatta Polished was used
for a minimalist, mounted vanity and
wall-to-wall for a magnificent wetroom
with a waterfall shower.
Adding an element of contrast,
Neolith Iron Frost was used for the
guest bedroom’s walk-in shower, the

unobtrusiveness of the surface’s colour
creates a soft, gentle and relaxing effect.
Neolith’s underlying ethos perfectly
dovetails with Grolet’s, resulting in a
serendipitous meeting of minds.
The Sintered Stone brand’s dedication
to creating surfaces of the highest quality,
using the best, 100% natural, raw materials
echoes the pastry chef ’s commitment to
sourcing the very best produce.
Furthermore, akin to Grolet’s desserts,
Neolith is the product of many years of
accrued skill and experience, which yields
an exceptional level of knowledge and
creativity. This translates into surfaces
which combine unrivalled beauty with
unparalleled performance.
Ever striving for perfection, Grolet sees
this project as the start of an ongoing
journey with Neolith. He concludes,
“Having observed the potential and
versatility of the material in my own
home, I am already imagining specifying
it for a future project; I will definitely
use Neolith surfaces again for either a
culinary laboratory or a patisserie.”
www.neolith.com

Photo credit: Francois Guillemin
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Events
24 – 26 May 2019
Design Joburg/Rooms On View
Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg

EVENTS

Design Miami/ Basel Announces 14th
Edition with Curatorial Director Aric
Chen's Theme of Elements: Earth

Gauteng’s premier contemporary and

Untitled by Daniel Kruger 2008 at Galleria
Antonella Villanova

decorative design show
www.designjoburg.com

Scandinavian Design at Galleri Feldt
Copenhagen-based Galleri Feldt’s
presentation will focus on innovative
and
groundbreaking
Scandinavian
design. A highlight will be the very rare
1936 Tired Man by Flemming Lassen,
acquired from the original owner in its
original upholstery, a chair considered
to be among the most important early
modernist works of Danish design.

5 – 6 June 2019
Madex
Sandton Convention Centre
www.madex.co.za

11 – 16 June 2019

Gio Ponti at Nilufar Gallery
Nilufar Gallery’s selection of vintage
and contemporary pieces will include
the Triennale armchair by Gio Ponti, the
iconic expression of his “ultimate shape”
concept designed in declared opposition
to the modernist dogma of his time and
originally showcased at the IX Triennale
in Milan in 1951

Design Miami/ Basel
MCH Messe Basel
www.madex.co.za

23 – 25 June 2019
The Hotel Show Africa
Gallagher Convention Centre
www.thehotelshowafrica.com

3 – 6 July 2019
ARCHIDEX
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
www.archidex.com.my

7 – 11 August 2019
Decorex Joburg
Gallagher Convention Centre
Africa’s Premier Décor, Design & Lifestyle
Exhibition
www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/

13– 15 September 2019
FNB Joburg Art Fair
Sandton Convention Centre
www.fnbjoburgartfair.co.za

Genetic Metropolis by Andrea Branzi 1998 - 2006 at Friedman Brenda

D

esign Miami/ Basel returns
June 11–16, 2019, for its
fourteenth edition, featuring
forty-two galleries from twelve countries
and thirteen Curios, the largest Curio
programme to date. This year’s fair will be
the first directed by Aric Chen who was
appointed as Curatorial Director for 2019.
Chen is the first to be appointed to the
newly created annual position, which will
oversee exhibitions, commissions, and
collaborations in Basel and Miami Beach.

Yellow Sculpture by Wouter Dam 2019 at Galerie VIVID

Design at Large
Design at Large will showcase largescale works and installations. The 2019
program will explore the role of design,
materials, and making in a post-nature,
Anthropocene future.

On the choice of Elements: Earth for the
theme of the Basel fair, Chen said:
"It's not just design's role in exploring
materials, and ways of making, living,
consuming and producing that have
taken on new urgency as our impact on
the planet becomes all too clear. Design
and designers also help to articulate the
future, and this year we want to highlight
what designers are seeing as human
activity continues to alter the very nature
of Earth."
Below are five highlights in advance of
the upcoming fair, including Design at
Large, the central manifestation of Chen’s
curatorial theme.

basel2018.designmiami.com

The Swarovski Designers of the Future
Award
The Swarovski Designers of the Future
Award returns to Basel for the fifth year,
honoring promising young designers or
design studios who will explore crystal
innovation and sustainability in three
categories: lighting, architectural surfaces,
and home decor.
Genetic Metropolis at Friedman Benda
Friedman Benda will present Genetic Metropolis: Projects 2007-2019, a solo exhibition
of the seminal Italian architect, designer, and
theoretician Andrea Branzi, showcasing the
gallery’s ten-year collaboration with him.

Orgone Stretch Lounge (Orange) by Marc Newson 1993 at Carpenters Workshop Gallery

Galleri Feldt, Flemming Lassen, Tired man nov. 2018

Information correct at time of going to press.
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Gallagher Convention Centre
Johannesburg, South Africa

Top hospitality trends on show at The Hotel Show Africa

#THEHOTELSHOWAFRICA

Africa’s biggest hospitality
trade and conference gets
bigger in 2019

1 0 0 % H O S P I TA L I T Y

T

he Hotel Show, Africa’s leading
event for the hospitality industry,
gets underway at the Gallagher
Convention Centre in June, as part of the
broader Africa Trade Week.
Now in its third year, The Hotel
Show Africa 2019 aims to build on its
success, in which nearly 3,400 visited
the show over three days. Attracting
GMs, owners, operators, procurement
managers, designers, developers and
the all-important frontline hospitality
personnel, The Hotel Show Africa offers
an unmissable opportunity for suppliers
to showcase latest products, ideas and
trends shaping our industry’s future.
The Hotel Show is now co-located
with Africa’s Big 7 and SAITEX, bringing
together over 10,000 international
industry professionals from 53 countries,
and over 500 exhibitors from more than
40 countries for three days of business
negotiations, networking and knowledgesharing.
The Hotel Show showcases international
products and innovations for hotels,
restaurants, cafes, taverns, shebeens and
food outlets, and is the ideal platform
for stakeholders to network and discover

Join over 3400+ of your industry peers at 2019
edition of The Hotel Show Africa. The Hotel Show
Africa is the hospitality event were you will find the
best of what the hospitality industry has to offer.

Local and International Exhibitors
• Meet with over 100+ exhibitors showcasing the
latest and most innovative products

Exciting and Live Features on the show floor

the latest in services, décor, furniture,
hospitality technologies, uniforms and
more.
The Hotel Show also features live events,
training workshops and competitions,
including the Africa Housekeeper League
of Champions challenge, in which hotel
teams race against the clock to prepare
rooms to the highest standards in front of
a panel of expert judges. At the co-located
Café Culture workshops, visitors will

enjoy free barista and mixology training
throughout the full three days of the show.
Running alongside The Hotel Show,
the Hospitality Leadership Forum will see
over 90 expert speakers take to the stage
to address burning issues, trends and
opportunities in the sector.
“The Hotel Show connects decision
makers from leading hospitality chains
and independent hotels, lodges and
guesthouses with suppliers and service
providers from across the globe. With
over 64,000 new hotel rooms in the
pipeline and governments such as South
Africa spearheading a new 5-in-5 tourism
growth strategy (which aims to add five
million more tourists to South Africa by
2020) hospitality is undeniably one of
the most exciting hospitality markets in
the world, and The Hotel Show is ideally
placed to help stakeholders capitalise on
this growth,” says Lynn Chamier.
The Hotel Show will be staged as part
of Africa Trade Week from 23rd - 25th
June 2019, at the Gallagher Convention
dw
Centre, Johannesburg.
www.thehotelshowafrica.com
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• Cafe Culture
• Africa Housekeepers League of Champions
• Global Pizza Challenge

Hospitality Leadership Forum

2 day

Conference

80+

Industry experts

18

Sessions

REGISTER ONLINE NOW

www.thehotelshowafrica.com

Hospitality Leadership
Forum Sponsor:

Media partners:

Africa Housekeepers
Challenge Sponsor:

Knowledge partners:

Strategic partners:

Co-located with:

Organised by:
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Collaboration at the heart of this year’s
Design Joburg

Kohler partners with Design Joburg to
celebrate design and innovation

F

KOHLER Theatre to feature at 2019 show

K

ohler Co., global leader in kitchen
and bath design and innovation,
has joined hands with Media
10, the organisers of Design Joburg, to
present the KOHLER Theatre, offering
thought-provoking and inspiring talks for
visitors of the show.
Now in its third year as the African
continent’s premier showcase of the latest
in local and global décor and design,
Design Joburg, featuring Rooms on
View, is honoured to have teamed up
with the Kohler Company to sponsor the
KOHLER Theatre, that will also host the
first KOHLER Design Forum in Africa at
the show.

Michael Anastassiades
Photo by Helene Binet
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As a global leader in design and
innovation in the bathroom and kitchen
space, Kohler provides a platform for
architects and designers to exchange
experiences, ideas and find inspiration
amongst their peers.
Whilst the KOHLER Theatre will feature
a three-day agenda of talks by industry
leaders, it is the KOHLER Design Forum,
a platform for architects and designers
to come together for an enlightening
knowledge exchange session, that kicks
off the weekend program and is what
members of the industry are anticipating
the most.
KOHLER Design Forum was launched
four years ago with successful forums at
various design fairs and with standalone
events across the globe including
Singapore, London, Toronto, Dubai,
and Bangkok, but none on the African
continent, until now…
Friday afternoon, May 24, 2019 will see
the main presentation by a panel of truly
revered industry leaders including Elle
Decoration British Design Awards 2019
winner Yinka Ilori, famed for his bold,
up-cycled chairs that weave Nigerian
narrative into newfound form. Further
forum speakers will include Kohler’s Salil
Sadanandan, President of Kitchen and
Bathroom of South Asia, Middle East
and Sub Saharan Africa, who will offer
guests rare insight into Kohler’s latest
developments in the technology and
design fields, as well as, some local and
continental stalwarts from the industry.
During the forum’s panel discussion,
guest speakers will debate, discuss, and
exchange their views over Kohler’s chosen
topic of Experiential Luxury - designs that
create a rich and dynamic environment
indulging the senses on multiple levels.
The audience will also be afforded the rare
opportunity to address speakers directly
in the ensuing Q&A session.
The thoughtfully planned conversations
and discussions among these experts,

Yinka Ilori - Photo by Andrew Meredith

pioneers, designers, media, and the
Kohler team will reveal the latest trends
and valuable insight into the industry as
it is now and where it’s headed, presenting
participants with the opportunity to glean
knowledge from the world’s best.
Design Joburg, featuring Rooms on
View, is also very excited to announce
that London based Cypriot designer
Michael Anastassiades, who has been
awarded for his luminaires, will also be
presenting a talk on Friday morning
at the KOHLER Theatre, courtesy of
SA Tourism. Anastassiades’ lights walk
the line between form and function,
exploring minimalism and geometry and
have been exhibited all over the world.
Over and above this, a not-to-be-missed
line-up of South African and continental
design thinkers and leaders will take the
stage throughout the rest of the weekend,
ending on Sunday May 26, 2019.
The KOHLER Theatre is touted to be an
action packed and informative schedule
dw
set to leave its mark on visitors.

or its third instalment, Media 10’s
Design Joburg, featuring Rooms
on View, is thrilled to announce
the return of the show’s signature CoLab
features.
Designing Ways is excited to be
partnering with talented interior designer
Dylan Thomaz of Studio Dylan Thomaz
for his CoLab room set feature at the
show.
Thanks to an impressive background
in visual merchandising, Dylan Thomaz
Studio’s many interior design projects tell
an intimate story of who their clients are.
Equal parts curation and design, Dylan
has a knack for creating layered spaces
injected with depth and character and
an undercurrent of classicism. While his
client list is long and its addresses span the
globe, this will be Dylan’s debut at Design
Joburg.

Describe your CoLab feature in one
sentence.
We are creating a timeless classic living
room space, using iconic furniture pieces
as the staple feature, all set against a strong
architectural background.

We took a moment to chat to
him about design and his CoLab
feature…

What does your CoLab feature say about
where design is right now?
I believe the world has moved into a
quality versus quantity state of mind.
I believe our stand will represent this
perfectly. Our collaborators are the best in
the industry and that high standard will
come across in every aspect of our CoLab
feature.

What would you say you are known for?
Creating timeless, classic, lived in
spaces that bring happiness in abundance.
Why Design Joburg featuring Rooms on
View 2019?
It has been a honour to be selected for
the show and to work with such incredible
partners. I believe good design should be
accessible to everyone. Design Joburg is
the perfect platform for this.

Why have you opted for this concept?
I wanted to try something different but
at the same time stay true to the aesthetic
that I am known for.
Can you share some more detail about
your CoLab feature?
I am thrilled to be working with
some stellar brands including Crema
and Tilespace. Visitors can expect a
strong curatorial aesthetic but that
still characterises the elegance and
sophistication that people expect from
me.

What are your current decor and design
crushes?
Today I’m crushing hard over my
Taccia table lamp by Flos, I love that it was

Dylan Thomaz

designed in 1962 but still remains timeless.
Tomorrow will be something else. Yesterday
my Morne Visage “The Aristocracy of Pink”
artwork was top of mind.
Other Design Joburg must-sees include
the Architect’s Gallery, featuring some
of SA’s leading studios; the debut of the
SA Furniture Collective and SPA ZAR, a
ready-for-market exhibit of local brands
curated by Source IBA. You'll also want to
experience Wandile Mabaso's les créatifs
restaurant, the Retail and Art Corridors as
well as hundreds of global and local brands
launching new products.
For incomparable local and global décor
and design visit Design Joburg, featuring
Rooms on View, taking place at the Sandton
Convention Centre from 24 to 26 May 2019.
dw

www.designjoburg.com

Interior by Dylan Thomaz

www.designjoburg.com
www.africa.kohler.com

CREMA products to be featured in the DTS CoLab
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South Africa
discovers a new
creative voice to
join the global
race to become
Absolut’s next
artistic collaborator

I

n a race to find the next creative voice,
Absolut in South Africa has chosen its
winning artist to enter the next stage
of the Absolut Creative Competition.
In South Africa, Anda Mncayi has been
selected with his art piece titled Absolut
Creative Expression that depicts one of
the brand’s beliefs: No matter where we
are from, we’re all human.
Mncayi has been selected from 7,500
artistic entries, submitted by 19 countries,
and is now in with a chance to be selected
as the global winner of the competition.
The winner will join the list of bold and
iconic artists that the brand previously has
collaborated with, such as Keith Haring,
Romero Britto, Arman Armand and
Maurizio Cattelan.

Born in East London and now based
in Cape Town, Mncayi is a self-taught
illustrator and visionary art enthusiast
who studied Graphic Design at the Cape
Peninsula University of Technology in
the Design and Art Field.
Carefully selected by a judging panel
consisting of: Sarah Mansfield Pernod
Ricard Marketing Manager: White
Spirits, Chief Creative Officer of VML
Ryan McManus, Illustrator Lauren
Mitchell and Mickalane Thomas, 2018
New York Academy of Art Honorary
Doctorate recipient, the winning artist
for South Africa has poured their
heart and soul into creating a design
showcasing their vision of a better
tomorrow. By expressing their own inner
passions, each winner has used their
artwork to carry a message of a more
open, equal and inclusive world.
Marketing Manager: White Spirits,
Sara Mansfield commented “We are
so inspired and impressed by the level
of creativity that we have seen from all
the fantastic submissions. It has been a
challenge to select a winner from such a
large pool of high-quality artworks.”

"It is a great honour to have taken part
in the Absolut Creative Competition
alongside so many talented and skilled
artists. I am super stoked to make it
through to the next round and to have the
opportunity to showcase my work on a
big platform such as this. Absolut Creative
Expression is inspired by our diverse
ways of creatively expressing ourselves.
It celebrates our infinite potential to
imagine and create." says Absolut Creative
Competition winner, Anda Mncayi.
With the aim to celebrate creativity and
harness the power artists have to envision
and create a better tomorrow, Absolut
launched the global Creative Competition
in November 2018 with the mission to find
the next bold creative voice of the brand.
The final winner’s work will be displayed
on a globally iconic OOH site – like
Piccadilly Circus, London – and receive
a €20,000 cash prize, joining the ranks of
the 550 artists Absolut has collaborated
with for the last four decades. The global
winner will be announced and celebrated
in May 2019 in Stockholm.
www.absolut.com/za/competition/

Anda Mncayi
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2019 PPC
Imaginarium
Awards

victimization – all in the name of faith,”
he says. “Baited by the expectation of
salvation and often seduced by promises
of wealth, people are increasingly falling
into religious cults. The use of concrete
refers to the perceived power of faith
and how congregants find strength in the
Bible. The construction of the trap alludes
to temporary church pop-up structures
such as tents or rented buildings that
appear in strategic places,” he continues.
Ngcai probes an aspect of the current
South African society by means of a
skillfully executed visual metaphor.
Other work in the Sculpture Category
was categorized by this same desire to

An artwork probing religious
cults wins emerging Eastern
Cape artist Sonwabiso Ngcai
the top accolade in the 2019
PPC Imaginarium Awards

A

t agala event held at UJ Gallery on
11 April 2019, emerging Eastern
Cape artist Sonwabiso Ngcai
was announced as overall winner of 2019
PPC Imaginarium Awards, taking home
R150 000 in cash for his sculpture
entitled Isigu, or The Snare. A BASA
Award-winning programme, the PPC
Imaginarium Awards is the country’s most
supportive art and design competition
with over half-a-million Rand in prizes
awarded across six categories – Sculpture,
Industrial Design, Film, Fashion,

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Runner-up: “Lime Light” by Jon-Peer Bouwer

Sonwabiso Ngcai, overall winner
Isigu, or The Snare

Jewellery and Architecture – to standout
entries that express innovation using PPC
cement.
Ngcai secured both the Sculpture
Category prize and the Overall Winner
ranking for a thought-provoking entry,
which provides an analogy for how
certain religious cults are ensnaring their
congregants.
According to the artist’s personal
views on the subject matter: “an isigu, in
traditional African society, is a contraption
used by young boys to hunt birds. It
consists of a downward-facing bowl,
with one side held open by an upright
stick that has a string tied to it, with a few
pieces of grain scattered underneath the
bowl. Lured by the promise of food, a bird
enters the area - the string is tugged, and
the bird is captured. In this piece, the use
of this simple but effective hunting tool is
an analogy for the entrapment of people
by religious cults.”
“In South Africa, recent exploitation has
included feeding vulnerable congregants
snakes and grass, making them drink
petrol, sexual abuse, bullying and

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Winner: “Vertical Concrete Record Player” by Jomar Dreyer
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FASHION

Winner: “Tribe” by Cow Mash

Special Commendation: “Genesis 4: I Am
Not the Keeper” by Itumeleng Ramakau

Runner-up: “My Mother’s Dress” by
Cheryl Traub Adler
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Winner: “Day Zero – Reversible Pendant”
by Khanya Mthethwa

Runner-up: “K3 – Keree 3”
by Joani Groenewald

Winner: “Camara and the Clothing Factory”
by Wian Jordaan

interrogate the contemporary African
condition. Runner-up in the Sculpture
Category was Durban-based artist
Kenneth Shandu for a work that depicts
the plight of the homeless as observed
on the streets of Durban. A Special
Commendation went to Prudence
Magagula for her exploration of gender
violence and sexism experienced by
female mine workers.
The Overall Winner, Category
Winners, Runners-up and Special
Commendations were chosen from an
unprecedented number of 67 Finalists.

In the past five years of the competition,
the number of Finalists selected has not
exceeded 50 entries on average per year.
According to the director of the awards,
Daniel van der Merwe of PPC Ltd, the
“increasing level of the work entered and
the expanding number of Finalists points
to the momentum the competition has
gained since inception. We commend all
our entrants on the fantastic work and
extend our hearty congratulations to the
winners!”
The PPC Imaginarium Awards grew
out of the previous and longstanding PPC

Young Concrete Sculptors competition.
Together, the two awards programmes
constitute a 27-year-long legacy and
dw
investment in the arts for PPC Ltd.
www.ppcimaginarium.co.za

SCULPTURE

Runner-up: “Finding Identity Within the Grid”
by Suzani van der Merwe

Runner-up: Kenneth Shandu

Special Commendation: Prudence Magagula
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Maison de la littérature
(House of Literature)
Québec, Canada
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Maison de la littérature
(House of Literature)
Québec, Canada

T

he Maison de la littérature (House of Literature) is located in the historic neighbourhood
of Old Québec, a site part of UNESCO’s World Heritage List. In this particularly dense
urban setting, Chevalier Morales designed a contemporary annex, a simple and refined
volume, to the Wesley Temple, a neo-Gothic heritage church. Since its opening, the Maison de
la littérature has rapidly become a vibrant home to Québec literature and a popular touristic
destination in Old Québec.
Stemming from an architecture competition, the winning project by Chevalier Morales proposed an unforeseen solution, a response exceeding the initial commission’s expectations. The
architects chose to move part of the program into a new annex outside the church space to provide a more transparent and universal entrance.
This strategy also helped declutter Wesley Temple, allowing the architects to preserve and restore
the original spatiality of the overall structure. Along with the library spaces, the Maison de la
littérature’s unique and innovative program also includes a concert/lecture hall, a café, a temporary exhibition space, a permanent exhibition, a resident writer’s apartment, creation studios, a
projection room, a classroom as well as a multimedia studio.
The Wesley Temple, built in 1848, was closed in 1931 and was transformed in 1944 into a public
library and a concert and lecture hall for the Institut Canadien. The latter was closed to the public
in 1999. The new Maison de la littérature offered to the Institut the opportunity to pursue its
mission, while remaining one of the oldest public libraries in the province of Québec.
An addition with strangely familiar shape
The partly transparent and strangely familiar shape of this new annex gives an open, contemporary feel to the Institut Canadien de Québec, the main entrance of which is now accessed
naturally from the bottom of the sloping Chaussée des Écossais where it intersects with Rue
St-Stanislas.
The outer shell of the façade is made of glass panels with an underlayer of perforated brass sheets,
which compose an intriguing bas-relief. Furthermore, the glass annex reflects its surroundings,
integrating itself carefully, without mimicry, into the historic urban context of Old Québec.
This extension, which in its dialectic relationship with the original temple brings the institution
fully into the 21st century with its e-books and Twitter poems, houses the main creative spaces
in the upper levels. All the necessary mechanical spaces are also found in the basement of the
new addition. The idea of putting the creative spaces outside the temple while maintaining a
close connection to it seemed symbolically appropriate. Slightly detached, the annex’s impressive
views of the river and the old city offer a greater sense of freedom.
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The multiple paths of freedom
The institution’s interior layout provides greater access via the main door of the temple as well as the parking lot that also leads into the annex. These various access options all converge on the large circular opening in the library’s floor and the hanging
contemporary light fixture at the heart of the building, vertically connecting the
café, two exhibition areas, and the library collections.
Through the original solution of the annex, it was possible to restore the Salle de
l’Institut, a cultural and intellectual hotspot in Québec City for the second half of the
20th century. With its circular shape and multiple levels, the new concert and lecture
hall can be isolated through concentric and sliding acoustic panels integrated to
the ceiling. The space is technically equipped to host conferences, plays, intimate
concerts, and public presentations.
Above, the almost completely white library is filled with light. Accessible through a
sculptural white spiral staircase, it embraces the generous spatiality of the original
church, including carefully restored elements from previous transformations that
highlight the place’s rich social and spatial history. Preserved original features like
the ogive windows and the ceiling’s mouldings blend harmoniously with the contemporary furniture.
A permanent exhibition on the theme of freedom in Québec literature had to cover
the whole temple area, rather than being confined to a single room. The architects
carefully conceived and integrated this immersive exhibition promenade with a variety of other programmatic uses on the three levels of the Maison de la littérature.
A dialogue between past and present
The insertion approach used for the new annex is aimed primarily at showcasing,
complementing and preserving the heritage value of the existing building. The extension emerges as a strong symbol of the redeveloped heritage space and avoids
altering the architectural composition of the existing structure. The project also included a significant restoration component for the building’s masonry and English
gothic church windows.
The glass annex, with its high-quality materials, its transparency, and its detail simplicity, establishes a material and formal dialogue with the existing stone building.
The extension’s simple and controlled skin does not compete with the richness and
quality of the adjacent historic details and masonry assembly. The Maison de la littérature creates a dialogue between the past and present of the historic neighbourhood of Old Quebec City.
dw
www.chevaliermorales.com
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Hotel Andaz
München, Germany

The lobby
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Hotel Andaz
München, Germany

concrete proudly presents the opening of its latest hotel project,
Andaz Munich in Schwabing. Like a kaleidoscope, the Andaz hotel
reflects the culture and tradition of the neighbourhood, creating
a stimulating and inspiring atmosphere where guests and locals
can feel at home.

W

eaving state-of-the-art technology and old traditions into the interior,
reflecting what makes Munich unique, forming a sense of tension that can
be found throughout the hotel design. The ceiling structure illustrates this
contrast via a literally interwoven network of rough wood and high-gloss anodised
metal. The connecting axis between the different areas which brings all functions
together in a single hybrid space (‘we share’) is a lively place to meet and mingle.

Restaurant The Lonely Brocoli

The lobby

The lobby

Restaurant The Lonely Brocoli

The many facets of Bavarian culture run like a leitmotif through the design. This is
reflected from the largest scale to the smallest details; for example, the diamond shape
(the Bavarian flag) is placed over the whole layout like a matrix, while details like deer
horn buttons on the cushions remind one of Bavarian fashion. Many icons associated
with the city of Munich have been reinterpreted or abstracted as small highlights
dispersed throughout the hotel, while traditional materials have been given a modern
interpretation via a contemporary design language, including the “golden pretzel”.
Lounge & Bar
The lounge immediately has an impressive effect on the guests with the oversized
diamond pattern of the natural stone floor mirrored on the ceiling by back-lit diamond
shapes. The diamond-shaped columns in the entrance area are two storeys high and
feature several nearly seven-metre high video screens that stream the Munich skies
while guests informally check in.
‘The Lonely Broccoli’
The restaurant ‘The Lonely Broccoli is connected to the lounge with an iconic glass
display wall, featuring TLB’s collection of butcher cleavers. It features a meat-oriented
menu that is likely to attract guests and locals alike. The heart of the restaurant is its
open kitchen. Under an enormous hood made of steel and glass, it offers guests a great
view of the meat being prepared on the impressive charcoal grill. Opposite the kitchen
is the open charcuterie bar.
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Spa

The Ballroom
The imposing five-metre high ballroom has an illuminated diamond-shaped ceiling.
This absolute showstopper spans the space in a three-dimensional fold and folds down
to the floor at one side. Via countless programmable lighting moods, the brightlycoloured back-lit ceiling can be turned into a huge object of light and transformed
into an atmospheric setting for any occasion. Between the otherwise plain white
surfaces and sweeping sheer curtains, the diamond pattern of the carpet creates a
kaleidoscope of blues.

M’uniqo bar

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of Project: Hotel Andaz Munich
Location: Munich, Germany
Area: 35.600 m2
Rooms: 227
Client: Jost Hurler GmbH
Hotel operator: Hyatt
Team: Rob Wagemans, Melanie Knüwer, Hilka Ackermann, Susanne
Schanz, Cathelijne Vreugdenhil, Sylvie Meuffels, Jolijn Vonk, Kasia
Heijerman, Sofie Ruytenberg, Lisa Hassanzadeh, Erik van Dillen,
Mieke Billekens, Ayca Dogan, Daniel Schröter, Johanna Zychski
• Photographer: Wouter van der Sar

M’uniqo
At the sky bar, when stepping off the lift at the highest point of the building, guests will
be rewarded with a panoramic view over Munich. Embedded in an exclusive range
of materials in brass and petrol tones, M’Uniqo is all about opulence and richness.
Centred around an iconic bottle rack, the five-metre high bar has a core covered in
back-lit shelves, with hundreds of bottles reflected in the mirror ceiling.
The Rooms
A modern loft was the inspiration for the very spacious hotel rooms. Instead of
conventional walls that separate the room, two frames of raw steel divide it into a
bathroom, bedroom and living area to create a contemporary en-suite. It has resulted
in an open character with a free visual axis from the entrance to the wide panorama
windows.
Café M
With its high glass facades, the employee restaurant Café M in the annex building
opens to the outside on three sides. Reminiscent of a picnic setting, the casual
decor and unpretentious menu make the café accessible to staff, hotel guests and
neighbourhood residents alike.
Spa & Pool Deck
The human body has no sharp angles, and this leading theme inspired the round
shapes of the spaces in the spa. As they flow organically into each other, guests are
intuitively guided to the different areas, while natural materials, soft greens, oak, light
tile mosaics and brass accents radiate an elegant calm. On the 5th floor, there is a 24hour fitness center, treatment rooms, changing rooms and an extensive sauna area.
An iconic spiral staircase links the 5th floor to the pool deck and outdoor terrace on
the 6th. This area is also directly accessible with the lift and is the perfect place for
pool parties, presentations and other events surrounded by an impressive view over
dw
Munich.

The suite
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Lanzerac Celebrates Sixty
Years of Style

T

his year, the Lanzerac Hotel & Spa will be celebrating sixty years of enabling
discerning travellers from home and abroad to experience the winelands at
their finest. Back in 1959, legendary hotelier and talented interior decorator,
‘Lord’ David Rawdon transformed the Estate from a wine farm into an elegant hotel
and landmark. Today, his impact can still be felt and seen in the hotel’s décor.
Rawdon used to say: “I’ve been very blessed, as I had one very useful gift – I can visualise
something. I can see where it can go.” This gift seems to have been passed on to Con van
der Colff, the Project Co-ordinator and Designer who has been upgrading the Estate
over the past few years and was tasked with restoring elements from ember to splendour
following a devastating fire in mid-2017. He shares: “Rawdon contributed a large extent
to the character of Lanzerac as we experience it today. Because I understood the way he
worked, it was easy for me to latch onto that and improve on it.”
This is particularly evident within each of the Hotel’s fifty-three exquisitely styled rooms
and suites. Van der Colff began the decoration process of each by selecting a single
element and embroidering the look and feel of the room organically around this focal
point. No two rooms are alike, yet all reflect the history of the estate with contemporary
influences blended in. Some of his favourites include 209, 101,104 and 105.
Room 209, which is also called Brown’s Cottage, once housed one of Rawdon’s friends an attorney from Stellenbosch named Brown who stayed on the property permanently.
Van der Colff believes that the suite’s blend of French Rococo, Victorian, antique
Afrikaner and modern influences makes it the ultimate embodiment of Lanzerac.
The sheer size of the room inspired the décor as it gave him the space to incorporate
a number of elements which stand out. It boasts high ceilings, enormous shuttered
sash windows, double French doors that look out onto the Estate’s vineyards and
surrounding mountains, antique mahogany furniture that is set off by beige and white
striped upholstered walls and a large Chesterfield covered in fabric featuring English
roses. The room is finished off with Chobe carpets that enhance and bind all the other
colours together, as well as old paintings and portraits which the designer believes give
the room an almost Napoleonic feel.

The blend of old and new extends to the bathroom which features a modern bath and
hand basins with chrome railings and taps that contrast against the rustic finish of
the walls.
In room 101, van der Colff tried to build on from the features found in room 209, but
became a little more daring with the colours and finishes. “Even though it is smaller, I
was able to capture the qualities of the bigger room.” The room is decorated around the
wallpaper used on the floating backboard behind the bed which is lit up from behind.
The greys and pinks used in the room emanate from this piece. As these colours are
modern, he decided to add some more modern elements like the high gloss finish of
the large clothing cupboards. At the same time, he incorporated antique mahogany
furniture for a subtle contrast. “The dark colours work extremely well together and
have been brightened up with splashes of otherwise bright colours in the paintings
that adorn the walls. Additionally, the lighting is cardinal in order to make the darker
colours come to life.”
For most designers, having plaster fall off one of the walls in a hotel suite would
be a disaster, but for van der Colff this inspired the design direction of room 104.
“The exposed brickwork had a green tinge which we kept and brought out with
green accents in the furnishings, including the lime green metal headboards sourced
from somewhere in rural France and the floral fabric that hangs behind it. “The soft
romantic colour blend fuses well with the light oak floors and matt walnut furniture,
while the ornate hand painted Rococo cupboard, with its upholstered doors, looks
imposing yet subtle against the old exposed brickwork. All of this is bound together
dw
by the themes and colours found in the carefully selected paintings.”

www.lanzerac.co.za
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Joos Joiners
Joos Joiners has a proud heritage in the Western Cape spanning nearly 50 years. During
this time the company has provided complete joinery solutions for countless private
homes, residential developments, hospitals, corporate offices and even a museum.
One of Joos’ recent projects is a beautifully compact 43 square metre apartment
designed by Jenine Bruce of Lacuna Spaces and interpreted by Joos’ team of designers
in conjunction with the client. Jenine’s strong eye for detail and the client’s very clear
brief resulted in a practical and beautiful South African bolthole for the client to return
home to.
The client works abroad in the yachting world and is a keen surfer. Being used to
compact spaces this apartment has been carefully thought out to the last detail and the
materials used mimic yachting interiors and blend with the apartment’s close proximity
to the ocean.
Bamboo floors with a raw oiled carbonized finish are complemented by joinery in oiled
oak veneers accentuated with feature high gloss panels to add depth and contrast. In
the kitchen a Dekton sintered stone with a marble effect creates a fluid backdrop for a
stylish Blanco sink
Stylish Miele appliances are seamlessly integrated and the “non negotiable” coffee
machine allows easy all day access. While the “broom cupboard” was measured to the
last detail to make sure that various appliances fitted perfectly.
The bedroom features Vogue sliding doors with LED lights and custom specific pull
outs and shelves to make the most of the space. Jenine and the client also included
a slightly deeper cavity to conceal wetsuits and surfboard, accessible but out of site.
Another example of attention to detail perfectly designed, manufactured and installed
by Joos Joiners.
The client has a collection of beautiful objets d’art and required display shelves and
niches to showcase them. These are found carefully placed throughout the apartment
and when one tires of the ocean view provide stunning internal focal points.
dw
www.joos.co.za
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125 Greenwich
New York

Designed by world-renowned architect Rafael Viñoly, the 125 Greenwich Street project
of New York is an exclusive residential skyscraper and ARAN World group is currently
furnishing the building with 273 kitchens, 453 bathrooms, and 923 wardrobes.
The contract division turned into the major driving force of the Italian company for a
huge global development. Tailored details and skilled craftsmanship are ARAN Cucine
distinctive features, as well as the production 100% Made in Italy located in Abruzzo
in seven manufacturing facilities; all this ensured that the high quality of the products
offered is becoming popular all over the world.
And so, after 432 Park Avenue, ARAN Cucine entered in another prestigious building in
New York. A residential skyscraper that is rising above New York’s old financial district,
the “new” historic heart of New York, surrounded by a skyline which is bustling on
the one side, and peaceful on the other thanks to the clear waters of the Hudson River.
The British design studio March & White is developing the building’s luxury interiors,
paying particular attention to the materials and the finishes combining them with
three specific colour palettes; Aqua, Terra and Stratus are neutral tones transpiring the
eco of the elements that surround the construction, clearly visible through large glass
windows: the cold water of the river, the New Downtown buildings and the cloudy sky
of New York.
Each unit is customized with tailored furniture and accessories, and ARAN Cucine
realized each kitchen following a specific design playing with three tones: light, medium
and dark wood, used for the base units and the wall cabinets, which combine with glass
in rose gold, bronze and nickel finishes, selected for the doors with aluminium frame,
as appropriate.
The lucky owners will enjoy all the comforts ensured by a full tailor-made project,
beside other luxurious amenity spaces as well as a lap pool, a cinema, a restaurant, a
gym, a spa, a library and a unique lounge bar which offers a magnificent panoramic
view of the city.
Another great project in which ARAN Cucine has a leading role that confirms, once
again, its position as a prestigious ambassador of Italian know-how around the world.
dw
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TAIL OF
THE DOG
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n land near Franschhoek
granted to burgher Pieter van
der Byl in 1692, the original
Babylonstoren farmhouse was built
in 1777. Over time, the farm changed
hands, until it was bought by the current owners in 2007. Since then, it
has been restored and improved,
and is today a tribute to its history,
a place of peace, calm and inspiration. In 2009, the gardens were laid
out and planted based on the Company Gardens in Cape Town, whose
aim was to supply fresh vegetables
to sailors in ships passing around the
southern tip of Africa.
The name comes from the small
mountain on the property, laden with
biblical meaning. The tower of Babel
is remembered in the name of the
restaurant, the gardens of Babylon
are everywhere. Three and half hectares have been laid out in a square
parterre by French designer Patrice
Taravelle, based on a medieval cloistered garden. Within the square are
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Babylonstoren
30 different areas, each dedicated
to vegetables, fruit, herbs, scented
and medicinal plants. The gardens
are prepared and maintained on
sustainable principles, watering is
done from water lily and fish filled
ponds via stone lined rills, mulching
preserves moisture, any fertilisation or pest eradication is organic,
companion planting helps control
insects, and the array of different
traditional and indigenous plants is
infinite There are tunnels with hanging gourds and squashes of different
shapes and colours, rose arbours, a
secret garden for children with bright
yellow sunflowers and giant weavers’
nest swings, a bee garden, ducks
that parade around and help with
insect control, then go back to their
own garden space in time for supper and bed. In each corner shallow
ponds are lined with blue and white
shards of pottery found on the farm,
trading relics of the Dutch East India
Company.

There are organised tours, workshops and activities, but anyone can
walk anywhere, ask the gardeners
for explanations, discover corners
with new and unexpected plants, see
the areas beyond the formal gardens
planted with clivias, olive trees, succulents, and of course vines. The
Babylonstoren wines are exceptional.
There are hotel options from self-catering cottages to suites in the Manor
House, with bicycles for those wanting to explore the parts of the farm
beyond the gardens. There is also a
well-stocked shop, a bakery restaurant, a tea garden, all set in the gorgeous mountains of the region.
It is more than a farm, it is a refuge
which celebrates the senses, and has
an extraordinary overall atmosphere
of ancient wisdom and serenity. The
guiding principles are that everything
should be simple, generous, honest.
Gill Butler
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hirty Light Years”. That's how
Catellani & Smith refers to
the astral window of time
since it manufactured its first lamp in
1989.
Indeed, these have been luminous
years, brightened by Enzo Catellani's
genius and an ever-growing international
success.
The company, which still has its
headquarters in Villa di Serio, near
Bergamo, has managed to stay true to its
founding vision, namely to make artisanal
lamps that are 100% hand-made in Italy,
on the banks of the Serio River.
How do you resist the temptation of
“industrializing” your creations or, even
worse, of outsourcing production to
low-cost countries? It takes intellectual
honesty and lots of resourcefulness.
And that is precisely how Enzo
Catellani shaped his company over time,
so that it could remain competitive in an
evolving marketplace without ever losing
its true identity.

“Thirty Light Years”

To quote a line from a famous book,
everything had to change so that things
could stay the same. And 2019 is no
different. Everything continues as usual,
and everything changes bit by bit: a new
operating office, new prototypes which,
after the necessary gestation, will become
fascinating new products, as the existing
ones undergo a constant process of
optimization... In other words, business as
usual...
The company is still wholly controlled by
the Catellani family, with Enzo's daughter
Giulia and, later on, his son Tobia joining
in this unique journey on their father's
footsteps.
Smith, the old racehorse for whom
Catellani's fictional business partner was
named, has been replaced by two very
real thoroughbreds, both humble and
hardworking just like their parents taught
them to be, yet both endowed with that spark
of genius capable of shining a light onto new
horizons.
At Euroluce 2019, we will proudly be
celebrating this anniversary. Not to shower
ourselves with praise, but to say “thank you”
to those who made it all possible: our partners
and our customers. And things will stay the
same, so that they may continue to change.

New lamps, new markets and new
Smiths will join the show, but our roots
will always be what guide us. No matter
dw
how many “light years” go by.
www.catellanismith.com
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South Africa’s premier luxury and contract furniture supplier.
WWW.COREFURNITURE.CO.ZA
CAPE TOWN SHOWROOM
Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock, Cape Town, 8001 | 021 461 9078 87
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JOHANNESBURG SHOWROOM
14A Kramer Road, Kramerville, 2090 | 011 262 0202

A proud member of the Core Holdings Group. An ISO 9001 compliant and BEE Level 2 company.
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IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A WARM, NATURAL
AMBIENCE, WE’LL HELP YOU SEE THE LIGHT.
Our light-filtering roller blinds allow the maximum amount of light in to your home. Filtering
the light softly, beautifully and naturally, our blinds are the perfect way to take full advantage of
natural light and are available in over 100 different fabrics to match your home.
Light-filtering Roller Blinds
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0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
www.taylorblinds.co.za

